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Abstract 
In this paper we address the following question: What type of event structures are suitable for 
representing the behaviour of general Petri nets? As a partial answer to this question we define a 
new class of event structures called local event structures and identify a subclass called UL-event 
structures. We propose that UL-event structures are appropriate for capturing the behaviour of 
general Petri nets. Our answer is a partial one in that in the proposed event structure semantics, 
auto-concurrency is filtered out from the behaviour of Petri nets. It turns out that this limited 
event structure semantics for Petri nets is nevertheless a non-trivial and conservative extension 
of the (prime) event structure semantics of l-safe Petri nets provided in Nielsen et al. (198 1). 
We also show that the strong relationship between prime event structures and l-safe Petri nets 
established in a categorical framework in Winskel (1987) can be extended to the present setting, 
provided we restrict our attention to the subclass of Petri nets whose behaviours do not exhibit 
any auto-concurrency. Finally, we show that Winskel’s general and stable event shuctures can 
be smoothly related to local event structures and that similarly prime event structures can be 
related to UL-event structures. 
0. Introduction 
Prime event structures can be used to represent the behaviour of l-safe Petri nets. 
This basic result was shown by Nielsen et al. in [ 151. The “universality” of their 
construction which associates a prime event structure with a l-safe Petri net was later 
shown by Winskel [ 191 in a categorical setting, and in the process provided strong 
evidence that the construction in [ 151 is not merely an ad hoc translation. 
An obvious question that now arises is: when one moves up from l-safe Petri 
nets to general Petri nets, what are the corresponding event structures that one should 
look for? The question is interesting because genera1 Petri nets are a very natural 
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generalization of l-safe Petri nets. They seem to have a nice algebraic structure [18, 121. 
They are also a very simple kind of multiset rewrite systems. Some previous work in 
this area [8, 131 has essentially proposed prime event structures as possible candidates 
for representing the behaviour of Petri nets. However, this entails having to view the 
tokens as “coloured” entities, which destroys the possibility of viewing Petri nets as 
simple multiset rewrite systems. It also leads to the counter-intuitive result that l-safe 
Petri nets and general Petri nets give rise to the same set of behaviours in terms of 
event structures. Hence we are interested in finding a proper generalization of the event 
structure semantics for l-safe Petri nets. 
We propose here such a generalization with the help of a new class of event struc- 
tures, called local event structures. These event structures are easy to define and re- 
quire just a purely local concurrency axiom; no global order theoretic properties are 
demanded. It turns out that a subclass of the local event structures can be advocated 
as a partial answer to the question: what are the event structures that correspond to 
the behaviour of Petri nets? Our answer is partial in that in the event structure seman- 
tics for Peti nets that is being proposed here, auto-concurrency is filtered out from 
the behaviour of Petri nets. Auto-concurrency is the phenomenon by which multiple 
instances of a transition become enabled at a marking. This is impossible in a l-safe 
Petri net. 
To be more precise, we first define the class of local event structures. We then 
identify a subclass of these event structures that have a certain unique occurrence 
property. It turns out that this subclass is a proper and very generous generalization 
of the notion of prime event structures. We then show, as our first main result, how 
one can associate one member of this subclass of local event structures with each Petri 
net. In doing so, we use the set of step firing sequences based on sets rather than 
the set of multiset firing sequences of a Petri net. It is in this sense that we filter out 
auto-concurrency, and hence the proposed event structure semantics is a restricted one. 
However, it is also the case that our event structure semantics for Petri nets is a strict 
extension of the prime event structure semantics for l-safe Petri nets given in [ 151. 
Next we turn to the problem of lifting the co-reflection between prime event struc- 
tures and l-safe Petri nets established by Winskel [ 191. It turns out that the category 
of Petri nets (under a reasonable choice of behaviour-preserving morphisms) is, due to 
auto-concurrency, too rich in terms of objects and arrows to let the desired co-reflection 
go through. Our second main result is that the desired co-reflection does go through if 
we restrict our attention to Petri nets that do not exhibit any auto-concurrency in their 
behaviour. Such Petri nets will be referred to as co-safi Petri nets here. It is worth 
pointing out that co-safe Petri nets constitute a non-trivial extension of the notion of 
l-safe Petri nets. Hence through our second main result we have a complete event 
structure semantics for this large subclass of Petri nets. 
In Section 1, we introduce local event structures. Then in Section 2, a unique occur- 
rence property is defined using a new equivalence relation over prime intervals. This 
leads to the identification of the subclass of local event structures with the unique oc- 
currence property. In Section 3, we introduce Petri nets and define the set of multiset 
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firing sequences of a Petri net, and, as a derived notion, the set of step firing sequences. 
We then use the set of step firing sequences to construct a local event structure with 
the unique occurrence property. 
In Section 4, we prepare the stage for discussing adjunctions by constructing a map 
from local event structures to Petri nets. Our map is such that the target of every local 
event structure will be a co-safe Petri net. In Section 5, we set up a category of Petri 
nets and argue with the help of an example why the co-reflection result of Winskel 
will not go through in the present setting. We then show that the desired co-reflection 
does go through if we restrict our attention to co-safe Petri nets. 
In Section 6, it is shown that there exists a strong relationship between the local 
event structures introduced in this paper and Winskel’s general event structures. To this 
end, hmctors between the corresponding categories are constructed which constitute a 
reflection. Then we show that there is also a reflection between the category of local 
event strnctures with the unique occurrence property and the category of prime event 
structures. 
Finally, the concluding section summarizes the results of the paper and discusses 
some related work. 
1. Local event structures 
In this section, we introduce local event structures and structure-preserving mor- 
phisms between local event structures. 
A local event structure is defined as a family of configurations. This is similar to the 
specification of Winskel’s general event structures through families of configurations 
[19]. However, in contrast to Winskel’s event structures, here a family of configurations 
is equipped with an enabling relation which specifies locally, for each configuration, 
the possible concurrency of events at that configuration. This enabling relation satisfies 
some simple axioms. 
For an arbitrary set X, we use P,(X) to denote the set of finite subsets of X. 
Furthermore, for u E Pr(X), the n,umber of elements in u is denoted by ]u]; if 1~1 = 1 
then we notationally identify u with its only element. 
Definition 1.1. A local event structure is a triple ES = (E,C,t) where E is a set of 
events, C G&(E) is a non-empty set of (finite) conjigurations, and l- c C x pr(E) 
is an enabling relation satisfying the following axioms. (In stating the axioms, and in 
what follows, we let c range over C and u range over Pr(E).) 
(AO)0#c+3e~c.c-eke, 
(Al) c t- 0, 
(A2) c E u + (c n u = 0 and Vu G u. (c E v and c U u k u - u)). 
In the rest of this paper we refer to local event structures as L-event structures. 
Note that (AO) implies that if 0 # c E C then there exists e E c such that c -e E C. 









Fig. 2. L-event structures with the same configurations. 
Hence 0 E C, because C is non-empty. The axiom (A2) implies that if c t- u then 
c u v E C for all v C U. Note also that the axiom (Al) could have been replaced by 
the condition that the enabling relation k is not empty. 
Example 1.2. In Fig. 1, three L-event structures ESi = (Ei, Ci,l-i), i = 1,2,3, are 
depicted. In depicting an L-event structure (E, C, t) we use the following convention. 
If c t- u then we draw a line between c and CUU in case 1~1 = 1 and we draw a dotted 
line between c and c U u in case 1~12 2. 
We would now like to establish some preliminary properties of L-event structures. 
Before doing so, we wish to emphasize that the inclusion relation between configu- 
rations in the present set-up does not carry much information. Consider the L-event 
structures depicted in Fig. 2. 
Clearly the sets of configurations of both these L-event structures (as well as those 
of the two L-event structures ES1 and ES2 shown in Fig. 1) are identical. Thus the 
reachability relation between configurations of an L-event structure carries more useful 
information. 
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Let ES = (E, C, k) be an L-event structure. Then &s G C x C is the least relation 
satisfying: if c t- u then c & c U u. Let &ES= (&)*. Then it is easy to see that the 
relation &s is a partial ordering relation. In what follows we omit the subscript ,Q 
in I& and &s if ES is clear from the context. 
Lemma 1.3. Let (E, C,k) be an L-event structure and let c E C and el,e2 E c be 
such that el # e2. Then 
(1) 3~’ E C.c’ L c and ((el E c’ and c’ k e2) or (e2 E c’ and c’ k el)), 
(2) 3~’ E C.c’ C c and (el E c’ H e2 @ c’). 
Proof. In order to prove (1 ), we proceed by induction on k = 1~1. If k = 2 then 
c = {ei , e2) and by (AO), c - ei k ei or c - ez k e2. In either case the required result 
follows. 
If k > 2 then, again by (AO), there exists e E c such that c - e I- e. If e = ei 
or e = e2 then let c’ = c - e. Otherwise the required c’ E C exists by the induction 
hypothesis applied to c - e. 
(2) follows immediately from (1) and (A2). 0 
Lemma 1.3(2) implies that, similar to Winskel’s general event structures [19], L- 
event structures satisfy a coincidence freeness property. 
In formulating some other properties of L-event structures we will use the following 
notation and terminology: 
For an arbitrary set X we let X’ denote the free monoid generated by X. The product 
operation is concatenation and the elements of X” are called words or alternatively 
sequences (over X). The unit element of X* is the empty word (i and X+ = X* - {/1} 
is the set of non-empty words over X. Elements of P&Y) will be referred to as steps 
(over X) and elements of (P&X))+ as step sequences (over X). We view (P&Y))+ 
as a (free) monoid: the unit element is 0 E P&X) and the product operation is the 
accordingly modified usual concatenation operation. Thus p@ = 0p = p for all p E 
(P&Y))+ where p0 denotes the product of p and 0. 
For a E X and p E (P&Y))+, we let mm,(p) denote the number of times a occurs in 
p. Thus num,(0) = 0 and mm&u) = mm,(p) + 1 if a E u and num,(pu) = mm&) 
if a $ u. We let Jp] denote the number of elements in p, that is Jp] = CaeX mm,(p), 
and alph(p) denote the set of elements of X occurring in p, that is alph(p) = {a E 
X I nmdp) > 0). 
Let ES = (E, C, b) be an L-event structure. Then SFSES G(PF(E))+ is the set of step 
firing sequences of ES, and cfEs : SFSE~ -+ PF(E) is the function which associates 
with each step firing sequence the configuration it leads to. They are defined inductively 
as;1 ) 8 E SFSE~ and C&S(@) = 8, 
(2) (P E SFSES and cfE~(p)~ u) =+ (PU E SFSES and cfE&?(pu> = cfE,&))Uu). 
If the L-event structure ES is clear from the context, then we may omit the subscript 
Es in SFSE~ and cfEs. 
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The following lemma states some basic observations on the relationship between the 
step firing sequences and the configurations of an L-event structure. These observations 
will be frequently used in the sequel. 
Lemma 1.4. Let (E,C,k) be an L-event structure. Then 
(1) vp E SFS.(cf(p) E C and cf(p) = alph(p)), 
(2) C = {alph(p) I P E SFsl, 
(3) Vp,p’ E SFS.(alph(p) = at’ph(p’) + (pu E SFS ti p’u E SFS)), 
(4) Vp E SFS.Ve E E.num,(p)< 1. 
Proof. (1) Let p E SFS. The proof is by induction on k = IpJ. If k = 0 then p = 0 
and hence cf(p) = 0 E C and cf(p) = 0 = alph(p). Now assume that k > 0. Then 
there exist p’ E SFS and 0 # u E PF(E) such that cf(p’) I- u and p = p’u. Hence 
cf(p) = cf(p’) U u E C by (A2) and cf(p) = alph(p) by the induction hypothesis 
applied to p’. 
(2) If p E SFS then a&h(p) = cf(p) E C by (1). Now let c E C. We proceed 
by induction on k = Ic(. If k = 0 then c = 0 and hence p = 0 E SFS is such 
that a&h(p) = c. Now assume that k > 0. Then, by (AO), there exists e E c such 
that c - e l- e. By the induction hypothesis applied to c - e, there exists p’ E SFS 
such that alph(p’) = cf (p’) = c - e. Then p’e E SFS by the definition of SFS and 
alph(p’e) = c. 
(3) Let p,p’ E SFS be such that a&h(p) = alph(p’). If u = 0 then pu,p’u E SFS 
by (Al). If u # 0 then cf(p) = cf(p’) by (1) and hence pu E SFS iff cf(p) I- u iff 
p’u E SFS. 
(4) Let p E SFS. The proof is by induction on k = IpI. If k = 0 then the claim 
clearly holds. Now assume that k > 0. Then there exist p’ E SFS and 8 # u E pF(_!?) 
such that p = p’u and cf(p’) t- u. Then num,(p’) < 1 for all e E E by the induction 
hypothesis applied to p’. Because cf(p’) II u = 0 by (A2) and alph(p’) = cf(p’) by 
(1) we can now conclude that also num,(p) < 1 for all e E E. 0 
Finally in this section, we introduce structure-preserving morphisms between L-event 
structures. 
Definition 1.5. An LES-morphism from an L-event structure (El, Cl, l-1) to an L-event 
structure (Ez, Cz, k2) is a partial function f : El -+ E2 such that: 
Here and in the sequel we adopt the convention that for a partial function f : Xl + X2 
and subsets ~1 CX, and u2 C&, f(ut) = {b E X2 I b = f(a) for some a E q} and 
of-’ = {a E XI I f(a) = b for some b E UZ}. 
This notion of morphism induces in a standard way a corresponding notion of iso- 
morphism. Let, for an arbitrary L-event structure ES, idEs denote the identity LES- 
morphism of ES which is the identity function on its events. Then an LES-morphism 
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f from ES1 to ES2 is an LES-isomorphism iff there exists an LES-morphism g from 
ES2 to ES1 such that go f = idEs, and fog = idEs2. It is easy to see that two L-event 
structures ES, = (El, Cl, tl) and ES, = (I&, C2,l-2) are LES-isomorphic, denoted by 
ES1 = ES2, iff there exists a bijection f : El -+ E2 such that c t-1 u % f(c) k2 f(u). 
We conclude with some properties of LES-morphisms which will be useful in later 
sections. 
Lemma 1.6. Let f be an LES-morphism from (El,C1,!-1) to (Ez,C~,k2) and 
let c E Cl and el,e2 E c be such that el # e2 and both f (el) and f (e2) are 
defined. Then f(el) # f(e2). 
Proof. By Lemma 1.3( 1) we may assume without loss of generality that there exists 
c’ C_ c such that ei E c’ and c’ k1 ez. By the definition of an LES-morphism we then 
have f (c’) l-2 f (e2) and so f (e2) $2 f (c’) by 649, and f (el) E f (c’). 0 
Lemma 1.7. Let f be an LES-morphism from ES1 = (El,Cl,l-1) to ES2 = 
(E2, C2,k~). Then f (SFSEs,) G SFSES, (where the homomorphic extension of f to 
step sequences is also denoted by f). 
Proof. Let p E SFSES,. We prove by induction on ]p] that f(p) E SFSE~,. If p = 0 
then this is clear, so assume that there exist p’ E SFSE~, and 0 # u E PF(E1) 
such that p = p’u. Then alph(p’) l-1 u. Hence f(alph(p’)) kz f(u) because f is an 
LES-morphism. Since f (p’) E SFSE~, by the induction hypothesis and f (alph(p’)) = 
alph(f (p’)) this implies that f (p’)f (u) = f(p) E SFSES,. ??
2. The unique occurrence property 
In this section, we lift the unique occurrence property from the theory of prime event 
structures [ 151 to the more general framework of local event structures. 
The definition of the unique occurrence property is based on an equivalence relation 
over prime intervals, that is, event occurrences. Rather than defining this equivalence 
relation directly in the context of L-event structures, we define it in the more abstract 
setting of step sequences. Then the same idea of equivalence can be used in Section 3 
to define a map from Petri nets to L-event structures. 
In order to define the equivalence relation and to establish some of its properties, 
we use an arbitrary but fixed set X, we let p range over (P&X))+, a range over X, 
and u range over P&Y). Furthermore, we fix a set L&(&(X))+ of step sequences 
satisfying the following two properties. 
(Ll) pu EL * p EL, 
(L2)puEL~Vu~u.pv(u-v)EL. 
The set of prime intervals of L, denoted by PIL, is given by: PIL = {pa ) pa E L}. 
We sometimes write PI rather than PIL if L is clear from the context. 
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Now let R s PI x PI be an equivalence relation. Then R is said to be L-consistent 
iff it satisfies the following conditions (Cl) and (C2): 
(Cl)(pu~Landa~u)=+paRp(u-a)~. 
Note that (Cl) is well defined, because whenever pu E L and a E U, then by (L2) 
pu(u - a), p(u - u)u E L and hence by (Ll ) also pa E L. 
The second condition demands that prime intervals pu,p’u which have R-equivalent 
pasts in the sense that the same R-equivalent prime intervals occur in p and p’ should 
in turn be R-equivalent. In order to formulate (C2) we adopt the following conventions. 
intL : L + P,(PZ), the function which maps each step sequence to the set of 
prime intervals in that sequence, is given inductively by: int&) = 0 and int,$pu) = 
intL(p) u {pu ) a E u} for all pu E L. Note that int, is well defined, because if pu E L, 
then also p E L by (Ll) and pa E L for all u E u by (L2). If L is clear from the 
context, then we may omit the subscript L in intL. 
For pa E PI, (pu)~ is the equivalence class (under R) containing pa, that is (pu)~ = 
{ p’u’ E PI 1 p’u’ R pu}. Let postR : L + PF(PZ/R) be given by: past,(p) = {(p’u)R 1 
p’u E int(p)}. 
(c2) PU, P’U E PI + @St,(p) = pUst,(p’) +’ pa R p’u). 
Note that in general there may be (infinitely) many equivalence relations which are 
L-consistent. 
Lemma 2.1. Let K = {R 2 PI x PI 1 R is un L-consistent equivalence relation}. Then 
Kf0undnK~K. 
Proof. Since PI x PI is clearly an equivalence relation which is L-consistent, we have 
that K # 0. 
Now let I? = nK. Then it is clear that R is an equivalence relation. Suppose pu E L 
and a E U. Then pa R p(u - u)u for all R E K because each R E K satisfies (Cl). 
Hence also pa I? p(u - a)~. 
In order to prove that k satisfies (C2), let pu,p’u E PI be such that pust,&p) = 
pust,+(p’). It suffices to prove that past,&) = pusfR(p’) for every R E K. Because in 
that case puRp’u for every R E K and hence puRp’u. 
So, let R E K and suppose (pial),? E past&). Then there exists p2u2 E int(p) 
such that (piUi)R = (p24)R. We then also have that (p&),+ E pasti = pustg(p’). 
Then there exists p3u3 E int(p’) such that (p92)g = (p3u3)k. Hence also (p3a3)R E 
pust,(p’). Moreover, (p@2)R = (p3a3)R because i?CR. This proves that (ptai)R E 
pust,(p’). Similarly it can be proved that pust,(p’) Cpust,(p). 
This proves that past,(p) = pust,(p’) for all R E K. Cl 
Hence there exists a least equivalence relation contained in PI x PI which is L- 
consistent. This equivalence relation (denoted as I? in the proof of Lemma 2.1) will 
from now on be denoted as NL. 
In what follows we write (pu)~. and pustL rather than (pa),, and past,, respectively. 
If -L is the only equivalence relation under consideration, then we may even omit the 
subscript L. 
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Lemma 2.2. Let plal,pza2 E PI be such that plal NL p2a2. Then al = a2 and 
num,,(pl) = num,,(p2). 
Proof. Define the equivalence relation R G PI x PI by: pa R p’a’ iff a = a’ and 
num,(p) = num,~(p’). It is sufficient to prove that R is L-consistent. Then the re- 
quired result would follow from the fact that -L G R. 
Clearly, R satisfies (Cl). Let pa,p’a E PI be such that past,(p) = past,(p’). We 
first want to argue that num,(p’)~num,(p). If num,(p) = 0 then this is trivial, so 
assume that num,(p) > 0. Then there exists pla E int(p) such that nun, = 
numa(p) - 1. Then (pla)R E past,(p) = past,(p’). Hence there exists pza E int(p’) 
such that (pla)R = (p2a)R which implies that num,(pl) = num,(pz). We now have 
num,(p’)>num,(p2) + 1 = num,(pl) + 1 = num,(p). Similarly we can prove that 
num,(p’) dnum,(p) and thus num,(p) = num,(p’). Consequently pa R p’a, which im- 
plies that R satisfies (C2). 0 
Note that for an L-event structure ES = (E, C,k-), SFS is a subset of (PF(E))+ 
satisfying the conditions (Ll ) and (L2). Hence we have the equivalence relation -s~s. 
In what follows we write PIES, intEs, NEs, (pe)Es and pastEs rather than Pls~s, 
intsFs, NsFs, (pe),, and past,, respectively. 
The unique occurrence property of L-event structures is now defined in terms of the 
equivalence relation NEs. 
Definition 2.3. An L-event structure ES = (E, C, t-) has the unique occurrence prop- 
erty if 
(Ul) Ye E E. 3pe E PIES, 
(u2) vplf%p2e E PzES.ple -‘ES p2e. 
From now on L-event structures satisfying the unique occurrence property will be 
referred to as UL-event structures. 
Thus for an UL-event structure ES there exists a bijective correspondence between 
its events and the equivalence classes of its prime intervals under NEs. Hence for each 
event, all its occurrences are the same under -Es. 
From the event structures from Example 1.2, ES, is not an UL-event structure. 
Both ES2 and ES3 are UL-event structures. In ES3, bc NEs3 c and cb -Es, b by 
(Cl), and hence pastEs3(bc) = pastE&(cb). This implies that bca NEss cba by (C2). 
Then a -Es3 ca NEs3 cba mass bca “Es3 ba by (Cl). Similarly, b NEST ab, and hence 
pastEs3(ab) = pastEs3(ba). Now abd -Es, bad by (C2), even though {a, b} is not 
enabled in 0. 
Next we show that there is a natural way to view prime event structures [15,20] as 
UL-event structures. First we recall the definition of prime event structures from [20]. 
Definition 2.4. A prime event structure is a triple (E, <, #) where E is a set of events, 
d GE x E is a partial order, the causal dependency relation, and #GE x E is a 
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symmetric, irreflexive relation, the conjlict relation, satisfying 
(Pl) es#et =Zez * eo#e2, 
(P2) Ve E E. Je is finite, where Le = {e’ E E 1 e’ Ge}. 
Let P = (E, <,#) be a prime event structure and c s E. We say that c is downward- 
closed iff Ve, e’ E E. ((e E c and e’ 6 e) + e’ E c). We say that c is #-free iff (c x 
c) n # = 0. If c is downward-closed and #-free, then c is called a configuration. In 
what follows we only deal with the jinite configurations of a prime event structure. 
Cp denotes the set of finite configurations of the prime event structure P. 
For a prime event structure P = (E, G,#), define pu(P) = (E, &,I-) where k 
~CpxPr(E)isgivenby:ckuiffcflu=OandVv~u.cUuECp. 
Lemma 2.5. Let P = (E, <, #) be a prime event structure. Then pu(P) = (E, Cp, k) 
is an L-event structure. 
Proof. In order to prove that pu(P) satisfies (AO), let 0 # c E Cp. Let e E c be a 
maximal event in c in the sense that for all e’ E c, e Ge’ implies that e = e’. Then 
c - e E Cp and hence c - e k e. This proves that pu(P) satisfies (AO). From the 
definition of pu(P) it easily follows that pu(P) satisfies (Al) and (A2). 0 
Our next aim is to prove that for each prime event structure P, the L-event structure 
pu(P) has the unique occurrence property. The first step is to show that two step firing 
sequences of pu(P) that lead to the same configuration have the same past (under 
“pu(P) ). 
Lemma 2.6. Let P = (E, <,#) be a prime event structure with pu(P) = (E, Cp, t) 
and let pl,p~ E SFS be such that alph(pl) = alph(p2). Then past(p,) =past(pz). 
Proof. The proof is by induction on k = lalph(pl)I. If k = 0 then p1 = p2 = 0 and 
the claim clearly holds. Now assume that k > 0. Then there exist pi, pi E SFS and 
0 # ul,uz E PF(E) such that PI = P~UI, p2 = piu2. cf(p',) k ~1, and @(pi) t- ~2. Let 
et E ut and e2 E ~2. Then pi(ul - el)el,pL(uz - e2)e2 E SFS because pu(P) satisfies 
(A2). Moreover, past(pl) = past(pi(ul - el)el) and pust(p2) = pust(pi(uz - e2)ez) 
because -pU(pj satisfies (C 1). 
If ei = e2 then alph(pi(ul - el)) = alph(pi(uz - e2)) and hence past(pi(ul - el)) = 
pust(pi(u2 - ez)) by the induction hypothesis. This implies that p{(ul - el)el yu(p) 
P:(W - ede2, because ye) satisfies (C2). Thus past(pl) = pust(pi(ul - el)el) = 
past(p:(ul-el))U(p’,(ul-el)el) = past(p~(uz-e2))U(p~(uz-e2)ez) =pNpi(u2- 
e2k2) =pMp2). 
Now assume that ei # e2. Then it is easy to see that alph(pl) - {el,ez} E Cp. By 
Lemmas 2.5 and 1.4(2), there exists p E SFS such that alph(p) = alph(pl) - {el,e2}. 
Since pel E SFS and alph(pel) = alph(pG(u2 - ez)), we have that past(pel) = 
past(pi(uz -ez)) by the induction hypothesis. Similarly, pust(pe2) = past(p{(ul -el)). 
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Hence peiez -,,u(~) &u~-ez)ez and pezei -pu(~) p{(ui -ei)ei because -pu(p) satisfies 
(C2). Since a&h(p) t { ei, e2) we also have that pel -Q,~(P) pezel and pez wpu(p) peiez. 
Summarizing these results, we can conclude that pa&i) = pust(p{(ui - ei )ei ) = 
pasO:(ul -ei))u (P’l(ul -elk) =pMpez)U (pe2el) =pWp)U (pe2) U (w2el) = 
past(p) U (we2) U bel) = p4pel) U (wle2) = p~sf(p~(u2 - e2)) U (~3~2 - e2k2) = 
pt(p~(u2 - e2k2) = pMp2). 0 
Theorem 2.1. Let P = (E, <, #) be a prime event structure. Then pu(P) = (E, Cp, t-) 
is an UL-event structure. 
Proof. By Lemma 2.5, pu(P) is an L-event structure. We must show that pu(P) has 
the unique occurrence property as stated in Definition 2.3. 
Let e E E. Then Je - e, Je E Cp and hence le - e k e. By Lemmas 2.5 and 1.4(2), 
there exists p E SFS such that ulph(p) = le - e. 
Then pe E PI and hence condition (Ul) is satisfied. In order to prove that condition 
(U2) is satisfied, we first show that pe wpu(p) p’e for all p’e E PI. Then by the 
transitivity of -pu(p) we also have that p’e -pu(p) p”e for all p’e,p”e E PI. 
So let p’e E PI. Then ulph(p’e) E Cp and hence uZph(p)Culph(p’). We prove 
that pe mpu(p) p’e by induction on Julph(p’)l. If ulph(p’) = ut’ph(p) then past(p) = 
pust(p’) by Lemma 2.6. Hence pe -pu(p) p’e because -pu(p) satisfies (C2). Now 
assume that julph(p’)( > lulph(p)l. Then there exists et E ulph(p’) - ulph(p) such 
that e’ is a maximal element in ulph(p’) under <. Such an e’ must exist because 
ulph(p’) is a finite set and < is a partial ordering relation. Then ulph(p’) - e’ E Cp 
and (dph(p’)-e’)Ue E Cp. Let p” E SFS be such that uZph(p”) = ulph(p’)-e’. Then 
p”e E PI. Because lulph(p”)l < lulph(p’)I, p”e wpu(p) pe by the induction hypothesis. 
Now ulph(p”e’) = ulph(p’) and hence pust(p”e’) = pust(p’) by Lemma 2.6. Hence 
p”e’e wpu(p) p’e because -pu(p) satisfies (C2). Since ulph(p”) t- {e,e’} and -pu(pj 
satisfies (Cl), we also have that p”e’e wpu(p) p”e. We can now conclude that pe “pu(pj 
p”e -pu(p) p”e’e -pu(p) p’e. This proves condition (U2). 0 
As to be expected, not every UL-event structure arises in this fashion. For instance, 
the UL-event structure ES3 in Example 1.2 cannot be the UL-event structure associated 
with any prime event structure, because Vu c{a, b, c}, 8 U u E Cs, but not 0 k {a, b, c}. 
In Section 6, we will say more about the relationship between prime event structures 
and UL-event structures. 
3. An event structure semantics for Petri nets 
In [ 151, it has been shown how to associate a prime event structure with every l-safe 
Petri net. Here we show how to associate an UL-event structure with every Petri net. 
It turns out that for l-safe Petri nets both constructions agree (upto isomorphism) via 
the correspondence between prime event structures and UL-event structures given in 
the previous section. 
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Definition 3.1. A Petri net is a quadruple N = (S, T, W,Mi,,) where 
(1) S is a set of places and T is a set of transitions such that S fl T = 0, 
(2) W : (S x T) U (T x S) --+ N is a weight function, 
(3) Min : S -+ N is the initial marking of N. 
Given a Petri net N = (S, T, W,Min) and x E S U T, let ??X = {y ) W(y,x) > 0) be 
the set of pre-elements of x and X* = {y 1 W(x, y) > 0) be the set of post-elements 
of x. 
Observe that the initial marking of a Petri net can be seen as a multiset of places. 
Also in defining the dynamics of a Petri net we use multisets. Here, a multiset (over 
some given set X) is a function u : X -+ N. A multiset u is jnite if CaEX u(a) < 0;). 
The set of finite multisets over X is denoted by &(x). Note that &(x) contains 
the empty multiset, denoted by 0, where Q(u) = 0 for all a E X. A multiset u over 
X with the property that u(a) < 1 for all a E X, may be identified with the subset 
{a E X 1 u(a) = 1) of X. In particular, if u is such that there is precisely one element 
a E X with u(a) = 1 and u(b) = 0 for all b E X with b # a, then we simply write a 
for 24. 
We view (&(x))+ as a (free) monoid: the unit element is 0 E &fr(x) and the 
product operation is the accordingly modified usual concatenation operation. Thus pQ = 
0~3 = p for all p E (M&Y))+. 
Definition 3.2. Let N = (S, T, W,Min) be a Petri net. The set MFSN C (AC&(T))+ of 
multiset jiring sequences of N, the set RMN of reachable markings of N, and the 
multiset transition relation +N C{Mi,} x MFSN x RMN are the least sets satisfying 
the following two conditions. 
(1) 0 E MFSN, Min E RMN, and Min A-N Min, 
(2) Suppose p E MFSN and Min =%-N M. Furthermore, suppose u E MF(T) is 
such that t/s E S.M(s)>, &r u(t) . W(s, t). Then pu E MFSN, M’ E RMN, and 
Min %N M’ where vs E S.M’(s) = M(S) i- ctET u(t) * (w(t,s) - W(s,t)). 
Given a Petri net N = (8, T, W,Min), let SFSN = MFSN f~ (Pp(T))+. We refer to 
SFSN as the set of step firing sequences of N. 
Now we will use SFSN rather than MFSN to associate an UL-event structure with 
every Petri net. It is in this sense that our event structure semantics “filters” out auto- 
concurrency. 
The construction from Petri nets to UL-event structures is based on the equivalence 
relation NSFS~ over the prime intervals Pls~s, = {pt ) pt E SFSN and t E T} associated 
with SFSN. That is, we follow the approach outlined in Section 2. Note that SFSN 
satisfies the conditions (Ll) and (L2) from Section 2 which implies that NsF&, can be 
defined. In what follows we write PIN, intN, NN, (pt)N and past, rather than Pls~s,, 
ints&,, , “SF&, (pt),, and past_+, respectively. 
Using these notions we can now associate with each Petri net N an L-event structure 
nu(N). Then we prove that nu(N) is even an UL-event structure. 
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Fig. 3. A Petri net and its associated L-event structure. 
Definition 3.3. Let N be a Petri net. Then nu(N) = (E, C, I-) where 
E = {(P~)N I it E PIN) 
c = IptN(P) I P E SFSN} 
t- G C x PF(E) is given by: c 
= c, and u = {(@)N 1 t E u}. 
k u iff there exists pv E SFSN such that past,@ 1 
Then nu(N) = (E,C,t-) is an L-event structure. 
Proof. Let 0 # c^ E C. Then there exists pu E SFSN such that u # 0 and c^ = 
Lemma 3.4. Let N be a Petri net. 
past,(pu). Let t E u. Then p(u - t)t E SFS ,‘,r. Hence past,(p(u - t)) t- (p(U - t)t)N. 
By condition (Cl) we have that pt -N p(u - t)t. Since num,(pl) < mm,(p) for all 
Pit E int(p(U - t)), we I’nUSt have that (@)N $?pastN(p(u - t)) by Lemma 2.2. Hence 
past,(p(u - t)) = past&u) - (Pt)N and thus c^ - (Pt)j,J k (@)N. This proves that 
nu(N) satisfies (AO). 
Since p0 E SFSN for all p E SFS N, we have that c^ k 0, for all c^ E C, and so 
nu(N) also satisfies (Al). 
Let c^ E C and u^ E PF(E) be such that c^ t- u^. Let pu E SFSN be such that 
past,(p) = c^ and ti = {(pt)N 1 t E u}. First we must prove that c^ fJ u^ = 0. If 
(pltl)N E c^ = past,(p), then num?,(pl) < num,,(p) by Lemma 2.2. On the other 
hand, (p, tl)N E u^ implies that numt, (~1) = num?, (p) by Lemma 2.2. Hence c^ fl ti = 0. 
Now let o^ C_ u^. Let u C u be such that o^ = { (pt)N 1 t E II}. Then pu(u - u) E SFSN. 
Hence c^ k- i? and c^ U v^ k { (put)N ( t E u - u}. For all t E u - u,p(v U t) E SFSN and 
so by condition (Cl), pt ‘V pvt. Therefore {(put)N ( t E u - u} = li - fi. This proves 
that nu(N) satisfies (A2). 0 
Example 3.5. Let Ni be the Peti net depicted in Fig. 3 with its associated L-event 
structure nu(N1). 
For the transition c of Ni there are two different events in nu(N1): (ac)N, and (bc)N,. 
The L-event structure nu(N1) has four events and also four different equivalence classes 
of prime intervals (under N~U(N,) ). Hence nu(N1) has the unique occurrence property. 
Let N2 be the Petri net depicted in Fig. 4. In N2, a and b can only occur concurrently 
if c occurs first. The transition d can only occur if both a and b have occurred, but c 
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Fig. 4. The Petri net N2. 
has not yet occurred. The L-event structure nu(N2) is ES3 from Example 1.2 (where 
the unique equivalence class corresponding to each transition has been replaced by the 
transition itself). Thus, also nu(Nz) has the unique occurrence property. 
We now wish to prove that, given an arbitrary Petri net N = (S, T, W,Mi,,), the L- 
event structure M(N) = (E, C, I-) always has the unique occurrence property. To this 
end, we first show how the set of step firing sequences of nu(N) can be derived from 
the set of step firing sequences of N by means of a function seq, which associates 
with every step firing sequence of N a step sequence over E. 
Define the function seq,,, : SFSN --+ (PF(E))+ inductively by seq,(0) = 0 and 
seq,(pu) = seq,(p){(pt)w ) t E u}. If the Petri net N is clear from the context, then 
we may omit the subscript N in seq,. 
Lemma 3.6. Let N = (S, T, W,Min) be a Petri net. Then seq(SFSN) = SFS,,,(N). 
Proof. Let M(N) = (K C, k). Let p E SFSN. We prove that seq(p) E SFS,,,,(N) and 
cf(seq(p)) = past,(p) by induction on (pi. If p = 8 then this is clear, so assume 
that p = p’u with p’ E SFSN and 8 # u E PF(T). By the induction hypothesis 
se&‘) E SF&(N) and cf(seq(p’)) = pastN(p’). We also have, by the definition of 
k, that past&+) k zi where u^ = {(p’t)N 1 t E u}. Hence seq(p’)li E SFS,,(N) and 
cf(seq(p’)li) = past,(p’) U li. Since seq(p’)u^ = seq(p) and past,(p’) U u^ = past,(p), 
we can now conclude that seq(p) E SFSnu(~) and cf(seq(p)) = past,(p). 
Now let fi E SFS,,(N). We prove by induction on jj?l that there exists p E SFSN 
with seq(p) = fi and past,(p) = a&h($). If j? = 0 then p = 0 is as required, so assume 
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3 A 3 that j? = p u with p E SF&,(N) and 8 # u^ E &(E). By the induction hypothesis there 
exists p’ E SFSN such that seq(p’) = p’ and past,@‘) = alp@). Since past,(p’) k ~2 
there exist pi E SFSN and u E pF(T) such that piu E SFSN, past,(pl) =past,(p’), 
and zi = { (~it)~ 1 t E u}. From past&l ) = past,&‘) and Lemma 2.2 it easily follows 
that num,(pi) = num&‘) for all t E T and hence pi and p’ lead to the same marking. 
Then we know from ptu E SFSN that also p’u E SFSN. Moreover, (~it)~ = (p/t),,, 
for all t E u by condition (C2). Hence seq(p’u) = seq(p’){(p’t)N 1 t E u} = p’z2 and 
pust,(p’u) = past,($) u { (p’t)N 1 t E u} = ulph(p^‘) u l.i = ulph(p?u^). 0 
The above lemma allows us to characterize jut,,(~) as follows: 
Lemma 3.7. Let N = (S, T, W,Mi,,) be a Petri net and let PE SFSN. Then 
int,,(&eq(p)) = {seq(p’)(p’t)N I dt E NO>~. 
Proof. If p = 0 then the claim trivially holds, so assume that p = plu with pi E 
SFSN and 8 # u E PF(T) and suppose that ir&(N)(seq(pl)) = {seq(p’)(p’t)N 1 p’t E 
intN(pl)). Then %u(N)(w(p)) = %u(N)(w(pl)) u {Ffh )i 1 t^ E {(Plf)N 1 t E 
u}} = {w(p’)(dt)N I p’t E intN(p)}. 0 
Lemma 3.6 implies a close relationship between the prime intervals of a Petri net 
N and the prime intervals of nu(N): PI,,(N) = {seq(p)(pt)N ( pt E PIN}. Using 
Lemmas 3.6 and 3.7 it is shown next that there is also a strong correspondence between 
the equivalence classes of prime intervals under -j?j and -nu(N). 
Lemma 3.8. Let N be a Petri net and let pltl,p& E PIN. Then pl tl -N p2t2 iff 
wh)blh)N -k(N) w(PZ)bZtZ)N. 
Proof. If sedpl >(pl tl )N -k(N) w(P2)b2t2)Nv then by Lemma 2.2, (plh)N = (pZtZ)N. 
In order to prove the implication in the other direction, assume that (pitl)N = 
(p$Z)N. Define the equivalence relation R C PIN x PIN by: pt R p’t’ iff seq(p)(pt)N 
-nu(N) %?q(p’)(p’f’)N. Suppose that R is SFSN-consistent. Since NN is the least equiv- 
alence relation which is SFS,v-consistent it follows that -&I c R. Hence p1 tl R p2t2 and 
thus, by the definition of R seq(pi )(plh)N ‘-k(N) %!(pZ)(pZtZ)N. 
In order to prove that R satisfies (Cl), suppose pu E SFSN and t E u. Since NN satis- 
fies (Cl), we have (&AI = (p(u - t)t)~. We also have, by Lemma 3.6, that seq(pu) E 
Sf&u(~j. Combining this with “wnU(~) satisfies (Cl)” leads to seq(p)(pt)N -nu(N) 
seq(p)(z2 - (pt)~)(pt)~ where ti = {(pt’)~ I t’ E u}. Since seq(p)(u^ - (pt)N) = 
seq(p(u - t)), we can now conclude by the definition of R that ptRp(u - t)t. This 
proves that R satisfies (Cl). 
Now suppose pt, p’t E PIN are such that past,(p) = pust,(p’). In order to prove that 
pt R p’t, we must show that seq(p)(pt)N wnu(N) seq(p’)(p’t)N. Because Nnu(N) satisfies 
(C2), it suffices to prove that pust,,(,)(seq(p)) = pust,,(,)(seq(p’)) and (pt)N = 
(p’t)N. 
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In order to prove that w%,(N)(sedp)) = pq,,(N)(.w(p’)), let (i+f~)~~(~) E 
p~s~,,(N)Wz(p)). Then there exists &ix E int(seq(p)) such that (fi,fl)nu(Nj = 
(@s)nu(~). By Lemma 3.7, there exists p& E &t(p) such that b3f3 = seq(pJ)(PJt3)N. 
Then (p3t3)~ f past,(p) = past&‘). Hence there exists p4t4 E int(p’) such that 
(p3t3)~ = (pd4)~. Then, again by Lemma 3.7, seq(p4)(P&)N E int(seq(p’)). More- 
over, b3i3 wnu(,v) seq(p4)(p&)N by the definition of R. Hence (~i~l)nu(Nj = 
(seq(P4)(P4t4)N)nu(N) E PU%,(N) (seq(p’)). This proves that pust,,&seq(p)) 5 
pa%,(,@eq(p’)). Y B a symmetric argument we can show that pust,,(,)(seq(p’)) c 
pu%,(@eq(d) ad thus pa%,&eq(d) = p%,(&eq(p’)). 
In order to prove that (@),v = (p’t) N, it suffices to prove that past,(p) = past&‘) 
because V satisfies (C2). Let (p3t3)N E past,(p). Then there exists p4t4 E in+) 
such that (p3ts)N = (~44)~. By Lemma 3.7, we now have that b4& E int(seq(p)) 
where b4 = seq(p4) and & = (p4l4)N. Hence (@4f4)nu(~j E past,,,&eq(p)) = 
pust,,(N)(seq(p’)). Then there exists j+& E int(seq(p’)) such that @4f4)nu(N) = 
(&tj)nu(~). By Lemma 2.2, t^4 = is. By Lemma 3.7, there exists p5t5 E int(p’) 
such that is = seq(ps) and t; = (P5t5)N. Then is E past&‘), and so (p3t3)N = 
i4 = is E pust,(p’). This proves that pustN(p)cpust,(p’). Similarly we have that 
past,&‘) Cpust,(p) and thus past,(p) = past,@‘). 
This finishes the proof that R satisfies (C2). Now we can conclude that seq(pl)(pltl)h, 
Nnu(N) SedP2)(p2tZ)N. 0 
One of the main results of this paper can now be stated. 
Theorem 3.9. Let N = (S, T, W,Min) be a Petri net. Then nu(N) is an UL-event 
structure. 
Proof. By Lemma 3.4, m(N) is an L-event structure. We must verify that m(N) sat- 
isfies the conditions (Ul) and (U2) specified in the definition of the unique occurrence 
property. 
Let m(N) = (E, C, I-). If (pt)~ E E then it E SFSN and hence past,(p) k (@)N. 
Hence nu(N) satisfies (Ul). Now in order to prove (U2), let biti,&& E PI,,(N) be 
such that ii = &. By Lemma 3.6, there exist p1,p2 E SFSN and tl, t2 E T such that 
Piti,& E SFSN, $1 = W(pl), b2 = W(p2), fl = (plh)N, and i2 = (P2tZ)N. Since 
i~ = f2 we then have, by Lemma 3.8, that j,?i -nu(N) jj2i2. 0 
In [ 151 a map from l-safe Petri nets to prime event structures is defined, which 
associates a prime event structure npw(N) with each l-safe Petri net N. In the present 
setting, a l-safe Petri net is a Petri net N in which for every M E RMN and every 
s of N, M(s) < 1. In addition we require, similar to [15], that a l-safe Petri net does 
not have isolated transitions, that is transitions t with ??t U t* = 0. 
Now let NPW = pu o npw, where pu is the map from prime event structures to 
UL-event structures defined in Section 1. Then we have the following result. 
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Theorem 3.10. Let N be a l-safe Petri net. Then nu(N) 3 NPW(N). 
The proof of this result is tedious, but straightforward to obtain by basically using 
arguments available in the literature. In particular, [21] contains a representation result 
linking prime event structures to the Mazurkiewicz trace languages. The proof of this 
representation result given in [21] can be easily adapted to serve as the backbone of 
the proof of Theorem 3.10. 
Thus our event structure semantics for Petri nets, when restricted to l-safe Petri nets, 
agrees completely (upto isomotphism) with the event structure semantics of [ 151 for l- 
safe Petri nets. Clearly, the class of l-safe Petri nets is properly included in the class of 
Petri nets. Note that the class of prime event structures (under the map pu) is properly 
included in the class of UL-event structures. Even though for every l-safe Petri net 
N, nu(N) = NPW(N) is an UL-event structure corresponding (under the map pu) to 
a prime event structure, as the Petri net N2 from Example 3.5 illustrates, this is not 
true for arbitrary Petri nets. Hence, Theorems 3.9 and 3.10 and Example 3.5 together 
assure us that our event structure semantics for Petri nets (even with auto-concurrency 
filtered out) is a strictly conservative extension of the basic result in [15]. 
To conclude this section, we identify the subclass of Petri nets which do not exhibit 
any auto-concurrency in their behaviours. This subclass of co-safe Petri nets will play 
a role in Section 5. 
Definition 3.11. A Petri net N is co-safe if MFSN = SFSN. 
Note that every l-safe Petri net is co-safe. The class of co-safe Petri nets is, however, 
a non-trivial extension of the class of l-safe Petri nets. The Petri net N2 depicted in 
Fig. 4 is co-safe, but not l-safe. Interestingly enough, co-safe Petri nets also arise as 
the targets of the net semantics constructed for the process algebra called Petri Box 
Calculus [2]. This follows from the work of [5]. 
4. From local event structures to Petri nets 
In [15], it is not only shown how to associate a prime event structure with each 
l-safe Petri net, but also a map from prime event structures to l-safe Petri nets is 
given. Our aim is to lift this construction also here; in other words, set up a map 
from UL-event structures to Petri nets. It turns out that the construction we have in 
mind works for all L-event structures. Hence we will construct a map from L-event 
structures to Petri nets. As a consequence, we will be able to show later that every 
L-event structure can in fact be represented as an UL-event structure. 
Given a prime event structure (E, d, #), the causality relation 6, the conflict relation 
#, and the fact that each event occurs at most once makes it possible in [15] to quickly 
manufacture a suitable set of conditions. It is then easy to associate, in a canonical 
way, a l-safe Petri net with each prime event structure. In the present setting, it is far 
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from clear what causality, concurrency, and conflict could mean. Fortunately, there is 
a fairly well-understood construction, the so-called “regional” construction, by which 
one can manufacture places (of a Petri net) out of concurrency models which have a 
natural transition relation associated with them. 
The original definition of a region is from [7] and used in [ 161. These regions are 
used in order to characterize the state spaces of elementary net systems. (In [21] a 
variation of these regions is used in the context of l-safe Petri nets.) Here we use the 
generalization of regions defined in [ 141 and [lo] in the context of arbitrary Petri nets. 
Definition 4.1. Let ES = (E, C,k) be an L-event strncture. A region of ES is a 
function r : C U E --) N U (N x N) satisfying the following conditions: 
(1) Vc E C. r(c) E N and Ve E E. r(e) E N x N. 
For e E E we write r(e) = (‘e,e’). 
(2) c k u =+ (r(c)3 CeEu k and r(c U u) = r(c) + x,Jer - ‘2)). 
A region r of ES is non-trivial if 3e E E.r(e) # (0,O). The set of non-trivial regions 
of ES is denoted by RES. 
The map en from L-event structures to Petri nets is defined as follows. Let ES = 
(E, C,l-) be an L-event structure. Then en(ES) = (REs,E, W,Mi,) where 
(1) W : (RES x E) U (E x RES) -+ N is such that Vr E REs.kfe E E. W(r,e) = 
‘e and W(e,r) = e’, 
(2) Min : RES -+ N is such that Vr E REs.Mi,(r) = r(0). 
The Petri net en(ES) is “saturated” in the sense that no new places can be added 
without changing its behaviour or duplicating places. 
For the L-event structure ES3 from Example 1.2 the Petri net en(ES, ) is depicted 
in Fig. 5 where only some of the infinite number of places of en(ES3) have been 
drawn. 
The following lemma shows that en(ES) has the same step firing sequences as ES. 
Moreover, it turns out that MFS,(ES) = SFS,(ES) and so en(ES) is a co-safe Petri 
net. While it is fairly straightforward to prove that SFSES C SFSen(~s), the converse 
inclusion requires a more complicated proof showing that ES has enough regions to 
prevent the existence of “wrong” step firing sequences in SFS,(ES). 
Lemma 4.2. Let ES = (E, C, k) be an L-event structure. Then SFSES = MFS,(E~) = 
=%I(Es). 
Proof. Let en(ES) = (REs,E, W,Mi,). Let for each e E E the function r, : C U E + 
N u (N x N) be given by 
(1) Ve’ E E. r,(e’) = 
(1,1) if e’ = e, 
(0,O) otherwise; 
(2) Vc E C.re(c) = 1.‘ 
Then each r, is a non-trivial region of ES, and so it is clear that MFS,,(ES) = 
-&T(Es,. 
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Fig. 5. The Petri net en(ES3). 
Now suppose p E SFSES. We prove by induction on IpI that p E SFSen(~s) and 
r(al’h(p)) = M(r) for all r E RES where A4 E Rkf,,(~s) is such that A&, Aen 
M. If p = 0 then this follows immediately, so assume that p = p’u with u # 0. 
Then alph(p’) k U. By the induction hypothesis p’ E SFS,,(E~) and r(dph(p’)) = 
M’(r) for all r E RES where A4in Aen M’. By the definition of a region and the 
definition of en(ES), M’(r) = r(alph(p’))a CeEure = xeEu W(r,e) for all r E RES. 
This proves that p’u E SFSen(~s). Moreover, if A4i, =%,,(Es) M then r(dph(p)) = 
r(al’h(p’))+&,(er -‘e) = M’(r)+~,,,(W(e,r)- W(r,e)) = M(r) for all r E RES. 
Conversely, suppose that p E SFS e*(ES). We prove by induction on lpj that p E 
SFSES and, for all r E RES, M(r) = r(alph(p)) where M E Ribi,, is such that 
n/iii, &,(Es) M. If p = 8 then this is clear, so assume that p = p’u with p’ E 
SFS,,(ES) and 8 # u E PF(E). Let M’ E RM,(Es) be such that Mi, A-,(,) M’. By 
the induction hypothesis p’ E SFS ES and, for all r E RES, M’(r) = r(alph(p’)). We 
first prove that ulph(p’) n u = 0. 
Suppose e E dph(p’). Then define r(e) : C U E + N U (N x N) as follows. 
(1) Ve’ E E.r(e)(e’) = 
(2) Vc E C.r(e)(c) = 
Claim 1. r(e) E RES. 
Let us assume that Claim 1 holds. Then we have M’(r(e)) = r(e)(dph(p’)) = 0. 
In addition we know that W(r(e),e) = 1 and, because p’u E SFS,(EQ, we also know 
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that M’(r(e)) b CetEu W(r(e),e’). All this leads to the conclusion that e 6 U. This 
proves that alp@‘) n u = 0. 
Now we observe that p = p’u E SFS ES if alph(p’) k u. So denote c = alph(p’) and 
assume that c t u does not hold. This leads to a contradiction as we show next. 
Define r(u, c) : C U E + N U (N x N) as follows. 
1 
(1,0) if e E c, 
(1) Ve E E.r(u,c)(e) = (1,1) if e E U, 
(0,l) otherwise. 
(2) Vc’ E C.r(u,c)(c’) = ICI + Iu( - 1 + &c,(er(u,c) - r(“,c)e). 
Claim 2. T(U,C) E RES. 
If Claim 2 holds, then M’(r(u,c)) = r(u,c)(c) = (~1 - 1 < (~1 = ‘&ur(u,c)e = 
CeEu W(r(u,c),e), a contradiction with p’u E SFS,,(ES,. Thus c k u and hence p = 
p’u E SFSES. Moreover, r(dph(p)) = r(c U u) = r(c) + xeEu(er - ‘e) = M’(r) + 
CeEu( W(e,r) - W(r,e)) = M(r) for all r E RES. 
Thus if we prove Claims 1 and 2 then we can conclude that SFSES = SFS,(E~J. 
Proof of Claim 1. To simplify the notation we write r instead of r(e). Suppose c’ k v. 
Since c’ n v = 0 by (A2) we then have that r(c’ U v) = r(c’) - Iv II el = r(c’) + 
Ce,EV(e’r - 5’) and r(c’) = r(c’ U v) + Jv fl el> Iv n el = xe,_ E’. Hence r is a region 
of ES which is clearly non-trivial. This proves Claim 1. Cl 
Proof of Claim 2. In order to simplify the notation, we write r instead of r(u,c) in 
this proof. 
Suppose c’ E C and v E &(E) are such that c’ k v. Since c’ fl v = (b by (A2) 
we immediately have that r(c’ U v) = r(c’) + xeEV(er - ‘e). Now we must prove that 
r(c’) B CeEv k 
Let n = Iv n (c u u)l = CeEv ‘e. Then we must prove that r(c’)>n. Set k = Jc’ n UJ 
and j = Ic’ n c( and m = Ic’ n (E - (c u u))l. Since c n u = 0 and c’ n v = 0 it 
follows that it < (cl + 1~1 - k - j. Moreover, by the definition of r, it is clear that 
r(c’) = ICI + IuI - 1 + k + m - k - _j = (cl + IuI - 1 + m - j. Hence if m + k> 1 
we are done. Therefore, we assume in the rest of the proof that m = k = 0. In 
other words, we assume that c’c c. This leads to the equation r(c’) = ICI + IuI - 
1 - Ic’I. On the other hand, n<lcI + JuJ - Ic’I. If n < ICI + JuI - Ic’J then we at 
once get r(c’)an. We now wish to argue that n = ICI + Ju( - Jc’l leads to a contra- 
diction. 
To see this, suppose that n = JcI + IuI - IdI. Let vI = mc and ~12 = w-w. Then from 
c’ n v = 0 and c’ C c it follows that vi = c - c’ and v2 = u. Since c’ I- v we also have 
that c’ t (vi U ~2) by (A2). Again by (A2) we now know that (c’ U ~1) t- 212. Since 
c’ U 01 = c and 02 = u this leads to a contradiction. This proves that n = (cl + IuI - (c’j 
is not possible, so r(c’) 2 n. 
This proves that r is a region of ES. Since u # 0, r is also non-trivial. This finishes 
the proof of Claim 2. 0 
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From the proof of the above lemma it follows that en(ES) is not just a co-safe Petri 
net. In fact en(ES) has enough places to ensure that it is a ZocufZy sequential Petri 
net. 
A locally sequential Petri net is a Petri net N = (S, Z’, W,M,) where for each t E T 
there exists a “private” place sI E S such that M&,) = 1 and, for each x E T, 
W(st,x) = W(x,s,) = 1 if n = t and W(st,x) = W(x,sl) = 0 otherwise. 
Thus in a locally sequential Petri net co-safety is guaranteed by purely structural 
means. 
Recall that our main aim is to associate a Petri net with every UL-event structure. 
It turns out that our map en (which acts on all L-event structures), when restricted 
to UL-event structures, fits in very well with the map nu from Petri nets to UL-event 
structures given in Section 3. 
Let ES = (E, C,t) be an UL-event structure with nu(en(ES)) = (8, c,F). Define 
vES : E + Z? as follows. Let e E E. By the unique occurrence property there exists a 
unique equivalence class (pe)Es. Now let DES(e) = (pe),,(Es). Note that by Lemma 4.2, 
SFSES = sF&n(~s), and so u&Y(e) is well defined. 
Theorem 4.3. Let ES be an UL-event structure. Then DES is an LES-isomorphism 
from ES to nu(en(ES)) and so ES s nu(en(ES)). 
Proof. Let ES = (E, C, k) and nu(en(ES)) = (8, &, F) and let c E C and u E Z+(E). 
Suppose c k u. Let p E SFSES be such that alph(p) = c. Then pu E SFSES 
and hence pu E SFS,,(ES) by Lemma 4.2. This implies by the definition of nu that 
past,,&p) i ti where li = { (pe),(ES) ( e E u}. In order to prove that uEs(C) G uEs(U) 
we must prove that vss(c) =past,~,.(p) and uEs(U) = u^. 
Suppose el E c with plel E PIES such that uEs(el) = (pIeI),( From el E 
alph(p) it follows that there exists pie, E int,&p) = in&(&p). Moreover, by 
the unique occurrence property (p,el)Es = (piel)ES and hence, by Lemma 4.2, also 
(Plelb(ES) = (Piel)en(ES)+ Since #el)en(ES) E past en(ES)(p)9 this Proves that u&cl) E 
past,(,s,(~). 
Now suppose (Plel)dES) E past,(,)(p). Then there exists pie1 E in&&p) = 
intAp) such that (Pleljen(ES) = (piel)en(ES). Hence el E aW(p) = c and Mel) = 
(pieI),( This proves that past en(Es)(p) 2 DES(c) and hence vEdc) = past,(ES,(d- 
It easily follows that vEs(~) = u^. Hence VES(C)~ES(U). This proves that VES is an 
LES-morphism from ES to nu(en(ES)). 
In order to prove that uEs is an LES-isomorphism, suppose uEs(C)k%Es(U). Then 
there exists pv E SFS,,(ES) such that VES(C) = past,,(Esj(p) and VES(U) = { (pe),,(Es) 1 
e E v}. This implies that c = alph(p) and u = v. Moreover, pv E SFSES by Lemma 4.2 
and hence c k u. Since uEs is a bijection, we can conclude that uEs is an LES- 
isomorphism. 0 
Once again this result mirrors a property established for prime event structures 
in [15]. 
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5. Universality of the constructions 
The back-and-forth constructions established in [15] between l-safe Petri nets and 
prime event structures were later proved by Winskel [ 191 to be the “right” ones. He 
achieved this by equipping both classes of objects with suitable behaviour-preserving 
morphisms and showed that the constructions of [15] smoothly lift to a pair of functors 
which constitute a co-reflection. Our aim here is to explore to what extent we can 
mimic this categorical result in the present, much richer setting. We show that, due to 
auto-concurrency, we cannot obtain a co-reflection between the categories of UL-event 
structures and Petri nets defined in this section. We do, however, get a co-reflection 
for the subcategory of co-safe Petri nets. This is the main result of this section. A 
consequence of this result is that the category of UL-event structures is a full co- 
reflective subcategory of the category of L-event structures. 
Let us first introduce the various categories. We have already defined morphisms for 
L-event structures, which leads to the following definition: 
Definition 5.1. Let _Y&‘Y be the category which has L-event structures as its objects 
and LES-morphisms as its arrows. The identity morphism associated with an object is 
the identity function on its events; composition of LES-morphisms is composition of 
partial functions. 
Let KY&9 be the full subcategory of g&Y the objects of which are UL-event 
structures. 
As for Petri nets, several proposals for Petri net morphisms have been made in the 
literature. Here we use the modified version of Winskel’s morphisms from [ 181 which 
is used by Mukund in [14]. In [18], a Petri net morphism from Nl to N2 consists of a 
partial function from the transitions of Nl to the transitions of N2 and a multirelation 
from the places of N, to the places of N2. These maps are required to preserve the 
initial marking and the environment of transitions. 
In [14], it appeared to be necessary to modify these morphisms in order to show 
the universality of the transition system semantics for Petri nets. The modifications are 
twofold. Firstly, the multirelation between the places is now required to be a partial 
f?mction in the “reverse” direction rather than an arbitrary multirelation. Secondly, the 
condition that the initial marking should be preserved is relaxed by only demanding 
preservation for “related” places. 
These modifications with respect to Winskel’s morphisms are similar to the modifi- 
cations proposed in [16] in the context of elementary net systems. 
Definition 5.2. 8Jf is the category which has Petri nets as its objects and PN-mor- 
phisms as its arrows. A PN-morphism (p,~) : (Sl,Tl, WI,MI) + (&,Tz, W2,Mz) con- 
sists of partial functions /3 : S2 -+ & and q : Tl -+ T2 such that 
(1) % E &(B(Q) is defined * M&Q) = Ml(&))), 
(2) V’tl E T,.(rf(tl) is undefined + /3-‘(‘tl) = fl-‘(tl’) = 0), 
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Fig. 6. A PN-morphism (p,q). 
(3) V’tl E Tl.(q(tl) is defined + 
(3a) /V’(‘ti) = ‘q(ti) and P-‘(ti’) = q(fi)’ and 
(3b) V~SZ E ??rl(t~ ). W&2, V(~I )) = wi(B(~), TV) and 
(3c) vs2 E ?Ol)‘. W2(dh),s2) = wl(tl,B(sz)>). 
The identity morphism associated with an object is the pair of identity functions 
on places and transitions; composition of PN-morphisms (pi, v]l) from NI to N2 and 
(&,Q) from N2 to Ns is the PN-morphism (pi o fl2,y12 o ~1) from NI to N3 (where o 
denotes composition of partial functions). 
Example 5.3. The pair of functions (/I,?) indicated in Fig. 6 is a PN-morphism from 
N3 to N4. 
PN-morphisms are behaviour-preserving in the following sense [14]: 
Lemma 5.4. Let Nip i = 1,2, be Petri nets and let (p, q) be a PN-morphism from Nl 
to N2. Then q(p) E MFSN, for all p E MFSN,. 
Here and in the rest of this section we use, by an abuse of notation, the convention 
that n(u)(b) = Cq(+, u(a), f or a multiset U, and q(p) = q(ul) . . . q(un), for a multiset 
sequence p = 241 ’. . u,. 
In a later part of this section, we will use the fact that the Petri net en(ES) associated 
with an L-event structure ES in Section 4 has no isolated places and is S-simple. 
A Petri net (S,T, W,k&,,) is S-simple if ‘v’s~,s~ E S.(Mi,(si) = Min(s2) and V’t E T. 
(W(t,q) = W(t,s2) and W(q,t) = W(s2,t)) + sl = ~2). 
For such a Petri net, a PN-morphism is completely determined by its transition 
function, which follows from another result by [14]. 
Lemma 5.5. Let (/?I, q) and (82, q) be a pair of PN-morphisms from Nl to N2 where 
Nl has no isolated places and is S-simple. Then /$ = p2. 
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We are looking for a co-reflection between @9’ipbY and P’Jlr in which the left 
adjoint would act as en on the objects of @Y&Y and the right adjoint would act as 
nu on the objects of ~JV. 
To achieve this, we would like to extend the map nu to become a functor from 
9Jf to %_Y89 in such a way that prime intervals are preserved. This means that 
whenever (/?,r~) is a PN-morphism from N to N’ and (@)v is an event of nu(N), 
then q(t) is defined iff nu((/?,q))((pt)~) is defined. Unfortunately, this is not possible. 
Consider, e.g., the PN-morphism (B,r]) from Ns to N4 in Example 5.3. The UL-event 
structure nu(Ns) has two events, (a)~, = @a)~, and (b)~, = (ab)~,. Also the UL-event 
structure nu(N4) has two events, (c),Q and (cc),~. Even though both ~(a) and q(b) are 
defined, there exists however no LES-morphism f from nu(N3) to nu(N4) in which 
both f( (a)~~ ) and f( (b)~~ ) are defined. 
The problem is that in a PN-morphism transitions which can occur concurrently, 
may be mapped to the same transition, leading to auto-concurrency. As a consequence, 
step firing sequences of the first Petri net may be mapped to multiset firing sequences 
of the second Petri net. For this reason, we restrict our attention to co-safe Petri nets 
in the rest of this section. 
Definition 5.6. Let @“JlrY be the full subcategory of 9’,Jlr the objects of which are 
co-safe Petri nets. 
In what follows, the map nu defined in Section 3, when restricted to co-safe Petri 
nets, is extended to a functor from YJ+‘“~ to @9&‘9. Then the map en defined in 
Section 4 is extended to a fimctor from 8BY to 9JlrY. Once these functors are 
defined we can prove the desired co-reflection between %!YbY and BJlrY. 
From Lemma 5.4 we already know that for co-safe Petri nets prime intervals are 
preserved under PN-morphisms. In the following lemma it is proved that for co-safe 
Petri nets also equivalence of prime intervals is preserved under PN-morphisms. 
Lemma 5.7. Let Ni = (Si, Ti, WiyMi), i = 1,2, be co-safe Petri nets and let (fi, q) 
be a PN-morphism from Nl to N2. Let t E T be such that q(t) is de$ned and let 
Pt,p’t E PIN,. Then pt -N, p’t implies q(p)?(t) -‘N2 q(p’)q(t). 
Proof. Define R C PIN, x PIN, by: pltl Rp2t2 iff (tl = t2 and q(tl> is undefined) or 
(q(tl) and q(t2) are defined and Ql)q(tl) NNZ q(p2)q(t2)). Note that R is an equiva- 
lence relation. Suppose R is SFSN,-consistent. Then since NN! is the least equivalence 
relation which is SFSN, -consistent, it follows that -N, c R. Hence pt NN, p’t implies 
ptRp’t and thus, by the definition of R, q(p)?(t) -N2 q($)?(t). Thus, it is sufficient 
to prove that R satisfies the conditions (Cl) and (C2). 
Suppose pr u E SFSN, and tl E u. If q(tl ) is undefined then we immediately have that 
pltlRpl(u- tl)tl, so assume that q(tl) is defined. Then ~(ptu) E SFSN, by Lemma 5.4 
and q(tl)Eq(u). Since NNz satisfies (Cl), it then follows that rf(pl)q(tl) -N2 ff(pl)(rf(u) 
-q(tl))q(tl). Moreover, by Lemma 5.4 and the fact that N2 is co-safe we have 
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q(pi)(q(u) - I) = q(pi(u - ti)). This yields piti Rpl(u - tl)tl by the definition of 
R. Thus R satisfies (Cl ). 
Now suppose ct’,o’t’ E PIN, are such that past,(o) = pastR(d). If I is un- 
defined then we immediately have that ot’R o’t’, so assume that I is defined. 
Suppose pustlv,(~(a)) = p~st,~(q(a’)). Then since NN2 satisfies (C2) we know that 
q(a)q(t’) -N2 q(a’)r~(t’) and hence crt’Ro’t’. Thus in order to prove that R satisfies 
(C2), it is sufficient to prove that past,,(q(a)) = pustN2(q(o’)). 
Let (pltl),Q E pustN2(q(a)). Then there exists pzt2 E W(a) such that q(t2) is defined 
and bltl)Nz = (dP2h(t2))Nz. Then also (p2t2)R E past,(o) = pust,(o’). Hence there 
exists p& E &(a’) such that (p2t2)R = (p3tj)R. Since q(t2) is defined this implies that 
dt3) is also defined and (v(p2)v(t2))Nz = (v(p3)v(t3))NZ. Moreover, (v(p3)Y](t3))Nz E 
pastN,(q(o')) by the definition of past. Hence (pItI)& E pust,,(rj(cr’)). This proves 
that pastN2(q(o)) cpast&(q(d)). Similarly we have pustN2(q(a’)) CpustN2(q(v)) and 
thus puStN2(?(a)) = pust,&to’))* 0 
Now we can extend the map nu to a functor, also denoted by nu, from YJVY to 
%9&Y. 
Let Ni and N2 be a pair of co-safe Petri nets and let (b,~) be a PN-morphism from 
Ni to N2. Suppose nu(Ni) = (Ei,Ci,!-1) and nu(N2) = (E2, &t--2). Then we define 
nu((b,q)) to be the partial function from El to EZ given by 
vJ(k’t)N E El.nu((/%V))t(Pt)N, ) = 
undefined if q(t) is undefined, 
tvtP)qtt)jN2 otherwise. 
Note that, by Lemma 5.7, nu((fi,v)) is well defined. 
Lemma 5.8. Let N1 and N2, be co-safe Petri nets and let (/l,q) be a PN-morphism 
from N, to N2. Then nu((fi,q)) is an LES-morphism from nu(N1) to nu(Nz). 
Proof. Let nu(N1) = (El,C~,kl) and nu(N2) = (E2,&l-2). Let nu(@,q)) be de- 
noted by f. Given c^ t-i i, we have to prove that f(c^) t, f(c). So suppose c^ ti 
li. Then there exists pu E SFSN, such that c^ = past,,(p) and ti = { (pt)N, ( t E 
u}. By Lemma 5.4, we have that q(p), I E SFSN, . Hence, by the definition of 
k2, pustNsh(d) k2 {(r(P)t')N, 1 t' 'E q(u)). Now pustN$?(d) = {@2t2)Nz 1 L'2t2 E 
int(r(p))) = {(v(~~)~l(tl))N~ 1 PI~I E Wp) with v(h) defined ) = fCPastN,(p)) = 
f(E). Furthermore, { (q(p)t’),v, 1 t’ E q(u)} = { (q(p)q(t))A$ ( t E u with q(t) defined} = 
f(G). And so f(6) k2 S(ti) as required. 0 
From the definition of nu, it easily follows that nu preserves identities and respects 
composition. Hence the following result follows from Theorem 3.9 and Lemma 5.8: 
Theorem 5.9. nu is u functor from YJVY to @Y&Y. 
Next, the map en is extended to a functor - also denoted by en - from Y&Y to 
9.MY. Then we show that this functor is in fact full and faithful. 
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In order to define en on arrows, we first need the following notion of the inverse 
image of a region. Given an LES-morphism f from ES, = (El, Cl, tl ) to ES2 = 
(Ez,C~,I-~) and a region Y of E&, define f-‘(r) : Cl UEl + N U (N x N) by 
(1) v’c E Cl. rl(~)(c) = MC)), 
(2) ye E Et. f-‘(r)(e) = 
r(f(e)) if f(e) is defined, 
(0,0) otherwise. 
Lemma 5.10. Let f be an LES-morphism from ES1 = (El, Cl, l-1) to ES2 = 
(Ez,Cz,kz) and let r be a region of ES2. Then f-‘(r) is a region of ES,. 
Proof. Suppose c ki U. By the definition of an LES-morphism, we have that f(c) k-2 
f(u). Since r is a region of ES2 this implies that 
r( f (c)) 2 C 
ew-@) 
k and r(f (c) U f(u)) = r(f (c)) + ecsuj(er - 2). 
Hence by Lemma 1.6, 
f-l(r)(c) = r(f(c))> C ‘e = Cf-‘@)e 
@xu) eEu 
and 
f -*(r)(c U 24) = r(f (c U 1.4)) 
= r(f (c)) + C (e’ - ‘e) = f-l(r)(c) + eFu(ef-‘(r) - f-‘(r)e). 
eW(u) 
Note that in general, f-‘(r) as defined above need not be a non-trivial region of 
ES,. 
The arrow-part of en is now defined as follows: Let ES1 = (El, CI, l-1) and ES2 = 
(E2,C2,F2) be a pair of L-event structures and let f be an LES-morphism from ES1 
to ES2. Then en(f) = (by, qr), where qf = f and j?r : &s2 + RES, is given by 
vr E R~s~.Bf(r) = 
f-‘(r) if f -l(r) is non-trivial, 
undefined otherwise. 
Lemma 5.11. Let f be an LES-morphism from ES1 = (El,Cl,l-1) to ES2 = 
(E~,CZ,I-~). Then en(f) = (pf,qf) is a PN-morphism from en(ES1) = (RE~,,E~, 
6 3%) to 4ES2) = (REs~,E~, W2442). 
Proof. Let r E REs2 be such that /?f(r) is defined. Then, 442(r) = r(8) = f-‘(r)(@) = 
Ml( f -l(r)). This proves condition (1) in the definition of a PN-morphism. 
If tl E El is such that q/(ti ) is undefined, then f (tl ) is undefined, and therefore 
f-‘(r)(t,) = (0,O) for all r E REAM. Assume rz E Pr’(‘t~) U &‘(ti). Then, bf(r2) = 
f-‘(r2) E RES, and f-‘(rz)(tl) = Br(r2Xt1) = (wl(8r(r2),tl),Wl(tl,Bf(r2))) # 
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(O,O), a contradiction. This implies that BT’(‘ti) = &‘(t;) = 0, so (fir, qf) satisfies 
condition (2) in the definition of a PN-morphism. 
Finally, assume that tl E El is such that qf(tl) = f(ti ) is defined with qf(ti ) = t2. 
Then f-‘(r)(tt) = r(f(tt)) = (“tz,t;) for all I E REST. Hence r E ??t2 if and only 
if f-‘(r) E 91, that is r E &‘(‘tt). Similarly, it can be proved that Q’(t;) = 2;. 
Moreover, for all r E ??tZ, FV~(j?,(r),tl) = W2(r,t2) and, for all r E t:, FVl(ti,/?r(r)) = 
W2(t2,r). This proves condition (3) in the definition of a PN-morphism. Cl 
Now we are ready to prove that en is a functor, which is full and faithful. That 
en is full means that for any two Y&Y-objects ES1 and ES2 and for any arrow 
(/I, n) from en(ES1) to en(ES2), there exists an arrow f from ES1 to ES2 such that 
en(f) = (p,n). That en is faithful means that different arrows between Y&Y-objects 
are mapped to different arrows between their images. 
Theorem 5.12. en is a full and faithful functor from _Y&‘Y to .PNY. 
Proof. In order to prove that en is a ftmctor from Y&Y to Y.k”Y, it is by Lem- 
mas 4.2 and 5.11 sufficient to prove that en preserves identities and respects com- 
position. Clearly en preserves identities. Assume that ft is an LES-morphism from 
ES, to ES2 and f2 is an LES-morphism from ES2 to ES3. We have that nf2,,f, = 
f2 o f 1 = qf2 o qf,. Because en(ES) is S-simple we have by Lemma 5.5 that 
Nf2ofd = (Bf20fl~vf20fl) = (B~l~Pf2yvfZ~vl) = (Br2F9f2)0(Bflyvfl) = eNf2b 
en(fl). 
In order to prove that en is full, let ES1 = (El, Cl,k-1) and ES2 = (E2, C2,l-2) 
be L-event structures and let (p, q) be a PN-morphism from en(ES1) to en(E&). 
We first prove that n is an LES-morphism from ES, to E&. Suppose c t-l U. 
Let p E SFSES, be such that al’h(p) = c. Then pu E SFSES, and hence we 
also have, by Lemma 4.2, that pu E SFSen(~s, ). By Lemma 5.4, we then have that 
rl(Pu) E ~F&(Es,). Again by Lemma 4.2, we now have that q(pu) E SFSES~. Hence 
alph(q(p)) l-2 q(u). Because alph(q(p)) = q(c), we can now conclude that q(c) l-2 
q(u). This proves that q is an LES-morphism from ES, to ES2. Since en(ES1) is 
S-simple Lemma 5.5 can be applied and so en(n) = @,n). This proves that en is 
full. 
Finally, if f and g are LES-morphisms from ES1 to ES2 such that f # g then also 
en(f) # en(g) by the definition of en. Hence en is faithful. 0 
Next we show that en o i and nu form a co-reflection with en o i as the left adjoint, 
where i is the inclusion functor from Q9’&‘9 to ,989. In what follows we write 
ES and f rather than i(ES) and i(f) for @Z&Y-objects ES and ??kZZ”b.Y-arrows f
respectively. 
In order to facilitate the proof of this result we first define the PN-morphisms which 
turn out to form the co-unit of the adjunction. To do this, the following regions of the 
L-event structure associated with a co-safe Petri net are defined. 
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Let N = (S,T, W,Mi,,) be a co-safe Petri net with nu(N) = (E,C,t) and let s E S. 
Definer,:ClJE+NU(NxN)by 
(1) Vp E SFSN. r,(pust,&)) = M(s) where M E RAIN is such that A4i, AN IV, 
(2) VJ(&N E E.T,((&N) = (Y&t), W(0)). 
From Lemma 2.2, it easily follows that part (1) in the definition of r, is well defined. 
Lemma 5.13. Let N = (S, T, W,Min) be a co-safe Petri net and let s E S. Then r, is 
a region of nu(N). 
Proof. Let nu(N) = (E,C,k). Suppose c^ k 6. Then there is pu E SFSN such that 
c^ = past,(p) and u^ = {(pt)N ) t E u}. Let M,M’ E RMN be such that A4i, &-N A4 
and iI4in %,v M’. Then rs(t) = M(s)> ‘& W(s, t) = xtEu “(pt)N and rs(cl U ti) = 
M’(s) = M(s) + ,Y&(W(t,s) - WC 9) = r,(c) + CrEu((P)d~ - “(P)ft). 0 
Given a co-safe Petri net N = (S, T, W,Min) with flu(N) = (E, C, I-) and en(nu(N)) = 
(R,,,,(N),E, @,kiB)y we define folds : S + Rnu(~) and fold, : E -+ T by 
(1) Vs E S. folds(s) = 
{ 
Ldefined ~~;is;-nivial’ 
’ (2) v(Pt)N E E.fold,((pt),v) = t. 
Lemma 5.14. Let N = (S, T, W,k$,,) be a co-safe Petri net with nu(N) = (E, C, k) 
and en(nu(N)) = (Rnu(~), E, FJ’,Ain). Then (folds,foldr) is a PN-morphism from 
en(nu(N)) to N. 
Proof. Suppose s E S is such that fold,(s) is defined. Then A?in(lblds(s)) = B,(r,) = 
r,(0) = Min(s) which proves condition (1) in the definition of PN-morphism. 
Because fold, is a total function, condition (2) in the definition of PN-morphism 
trivially holds. 
In order to prove condition (3), suppose (pt)N E E. Ifs E foldi’(‘(pt)N) then we 
must have that r, E ??(pt)N, that is fi(r,, (pt)N) > 0. This implies that ‘(pt$iV > 0 
and hence W(s,t) > 0. This proves that s E ‘t = ??fold,((pt)N). On the other 
hand, if s E ??fold,((pt)N) = ??t, then “(pt)N = W(s, t) > 0. Thus, r, is non-trivial 
and fi(r,, (pt)N) = “(pt)N > 0. Then r, E ??(pt)N and hence s E fo/ds’(‘(pt)N). 
Moreover, w(s,fold,( (pt)N)) = w(s, t) = @(rS, (pt)N) = fi’cfolds(s), (pt)N). Mimi- 
larly it can be proved that fold;‘(@);) = fo/d,((pt)N)’ and W(fo/d,((pt)N),s) = 
ti((pt)N,fo/d,(s)). This proves condition (3) in the definition of PN-morphism. Cl 
Now we can prove the main result of this section, 
Theorem 5.15. en o i : 429dY -+ P&‘-Y and nu : BNY -+ 464BY form a co- 
rejlection with en o i the left adjoint and the arrows uEs as unit. 
Proof. Let ES = (E, C, k) be an UL-event structure, let N = (S, T, W,M&) be a co-safe 
Petri net, and let f be an LES-morphism from ES to u(N) = (I?,C,F). We must 
show that there is a unique PN-morphism (/3, r) from en(ES) = (RE~,E, W_es,M) to 
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Define (j?, q) by (j?, q) = (fold,,fold,) o en(f). Hence p : S + RES is such that for 
all s E S, /3(s) = f-‘(rs) if f-‘(rs) is non-trivial and /3(s) is undefined otherwise. 
The function q : E + T is such that for all e E E, q(e) is undefined if f(e) is 
undefined and q(e) = t if f(e) is defined with f(e) = (pt)N. Because (folds,foZdr) 
and en(f) are PN-morphisms by Lemma 5.14 and Lemma 5.11 respectively, and be- 
cause the composition of PN-morphisms is again a PN-morphism, the pair (/?,q) is a 
PN-morphism. 
The next thing to prove is that nu((/?,q)) o UEs = f. Let e E E. Then f(e) is unde- 
fined iff q(e) is undefined iff (nu((p,q)) o uES)(e) is undefined. So assume that f(e) is 
defined. Let p E SFSES be such that pe E SFS Es. By the unique occurrence property, p 
exists. By Lemma 4.2, we then have that also p, pe E SFSen(~s) and hence Lemma 5.4 
implies that q(p), &e) E SFSN. Furthermore, by Lemma 1.7, f(p), f(pe) E SF&,(N). 
We first prove, by induction on IpI, that aZph(f(p)) = past,(q(p)). If p = 0 then 
this is clear, so assume that p = p’u with p’ E SFSES and 0 # u E PF(E). 
Then uZph(f(p)) = aZph(f(p’))lJf(u) andpast,(q(p)) = pastN(q(p’))Uti where li = 
{Mp’)rl(e’))N I e’ E u with q(e’) defined}. By the induction hypothesis, aZph(f(p’)) = 
pust,(v(p’)). From f(p’u) E SFS,,(N), we have that uZph(f(p’)) pf(u). On the other 
hand, from q(p’u) E SFSN we have that pust,(q(p’))t%. It is now sufficient to prove 
that f(u) = u^. By the definition of <, uZph(f(p’))~f(u) implies that there exists 
~IUI E SFSN such that ulph(f(p’)) =pust,(pl) and f(u) = {(plel)N 1 el E ~1). Let 
e’ E u be such that f(e’) is defined. Then there exists el E ~1 such that f(e’) = (plel)~. 
Then el = q(e’) by the definition of q. Since past,(pl) = ulph(f(p’)) = pust,(q(p’)) 
and NN satisfies (C2), we must now have that (v(p’)q(e’))N = (plel)N. This proves 
that f(u) 2 u^. Now let (y(p’)q(e’))N E u^. Since q(e’) is defined, f(e’) is defined and 
equal to (plq(e’))N for some p1 such that, by induction, pust,(pl) = pust,(q(p’)). 
Thus (plq(e’))N = (q(p’)q(e’))N by (C2). This proves that u^cf(u) and we can con- 
clude that uZph(f(p)) = pustw(q(p)). 
From f(pe) E SFSn+v), we know that uZph(f(p))cf(e). Then there exists p2e2 E 
SFSN such that uZph(f(p)) =pust,(p2) and f(e) = (pze2)N. Then ez = q(e) by the 
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definition of q. Since past&) = dph(f(p)) = past,(@)) and -N satisfies (C2), 
we now have that (&$?2)N = (q(p)v(e))N. This implies that (nu((fl,q)) o DES)(e) = 
nu((B,~l))((pe),(~s)) = (?(ph(e))N = (w2)N = f(e), what had to be proved. 
Finally, in order to prove that (p, q) is the unique PN-morphism from en(ES) to N 
such that nu((p, q)) o DES = f, assume that (/?‘, q’) is any PN-morphism from en(ES) 
to N such that nu((/Y, v]‘)) o uss = f. Then for all e E E, q(e) is undefined iff f(e) 
is undefined iff r’(e) is undefined. Now let e E E be such that q’(e) is defined. Let 
P E sFsen(Es) be such that m(e) = (p&(m). 
Then h(p>de>)N = nd(b?)) 0 m(e) = f(e) = m4(8’, II’)) 0 Me) = (r’(p)r’ 
(e))N. Now Lemma 2.2 guarantees that q(e) = q’(e). This proves that q = q’. We can 
now conclude by Lemma 5.5 that p = /I’, because en(ES) is S-simple. 
This proves that en o i and nu form an adjunction with en o i as the left adjoint and 
the arrows UES as unit. By Theorem 4.3, the arrows UES are LES-isomorphisms and so 
the adjunction is even a co-reflection. 0 
It is easy to verify that the arrows cfolds, fold,) form the co-unit of the adjunc- 
tion between %J?ipIY and ~‘JVY. Each UL-event structure ES is isomorphic to the 
UL-event structure nu(en(ES)) by Theorem 4.3. Hence for each co-safe Petri net N, 
en(nu(N)) yields an UL-event structure which is isomorphic to the UL-event structure 
yielded by N. The Petri net en(nu(N)) has a number of other interesting properties. 
It is saturated with respect to the places and each transition can occur exactly once. 
Hence the Petri net en(nu(N)) may be viewed as a “behavioural unfolding” of N. The 
associated “fold morphism” is vold,,foZd,). 
As a consequence of Theorem 5.15, each L-event structure can in fact be represented 
as an UL-event structure in a canonical way. 
Corollary 5.16. i : %!_!Tc?Y + L+?IFY and nu o en : 2’JT.Y -+ %.Lt’BY form a co- 
rejlection with i the left adjoint and the arrows UES as unit. 
Proof. Let ES be an UL-event structure, let ES’ be an L-event structure, and let f be 
an LES-morphism from ES to nu(en(ES’)). It must be proved that there is a unique 






nu(en(Es’)) en(ES’) ES’ 
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By Theorem 5.15, there exists a unique PN-morphism (fl, q) from en(ES) to en(ES’) 
such that nu((b,r~)) o UES = f. Then, because en is full and faithful, there exists a 
unique LES-morphism g from ES to ES’ such that en(g) = (p,~) and hence nu o 
en(g) 0 0~s = f. 0 
In the beginning of this section we argued that it is not possible to obtain a co- 
reflection between %!ybY and 8.M. Hence, we restricted the category YJf by cutting 
down on the objects. Another possibility is to cut down on the arrows of PJlr. 
Definition ,5.17. (1) Let N = (S, T, W, Win) be a Petri net. Then CON C T x T is given 
by: t CON t’ ti t # t’ and 3pu E MFs~.(u(t) > 0 and u(t’) > 0). 
(2) Let (fi,r~) be a PN-morphism from Ni = (St, TI, Wl,Ml) to NZ = (S2, T2, W&f2). 
Then (/?,q) is co-injectiue if for all t, t’ E Tl, if q(t) and q(t’) are both defined and 
tcoN, t’, then q(t) # q(t’). 
Definition 5.18. Let ~JV% be the subcategory of BJV the objects of which are Petri 
nets and the arrows of which are co-injective PN-morphisms. 
From Lemma 5.4, we immediately have that if (fl,~) is a co-injective PN-morphism 
from Ni to N2, then q(p) E SFSN, for all p E SFSN,. 
Note also that by Lemma 5.4 PN-morphisms between co-safe Petri nets are co- 
injective, so that YJVY is a subcategory of ~JV%?, 
It is easy to see that the proof of the co-reflection between 92’dY and PJfY still 
goes through with pJf%’ instead of YJVY (where nu is extended to a functor from 
~JVV to @Y&Y in the obvious way). Hence we also have the following result: 
Theorem 5.19. en o i : %!_YbY -+ 9.N% and nu : BA’% -+ 422’89’ form a co- 
reflection with en o i the left adjoint and the arrows 0~s as unit. 
6. Relationship to other classes of event structures 
In this section we study the relationship between the event structures introduced in 
this paper and some of the well-known classes of event structures that have appeared 
in the literature. The motivation is to show that though our event structures have been 
formulated mainly in order to capture the behaviour of Petri nets, they might be of 
some independent interest. In particular, they appear to be smooth generalizations of 
some well-understood classes of event structures. 
We will first consider the class of event structures formulated by Winskel in [19] in 
the spirit of Information Systems. This class of event structures will be referred to here 
as W-event structures. We will first exhibit a natural functor from W-event structures 
to L-event structures and then show that this functor has a left adjoint. In fact, this 
adjunction turns out to be a reflection. We then show that this reflection can be further 
extended to be a reflection between L-event structures and an important subclass of 
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W-event structures, called stable W-event structures. Finally, we show that a similar 
reflective relationship can also be established between UL-event structures and prime 
event structures. The corresponding functor from prime event structures to UL-event 
structures is an extension of the map pu defined in Section 2. 
First the category of (general) event structures from [I93 is defined. 
Deli&ion 6.1. W&Y is the category of W-event structures specified as follows: 
An object of %‘“bY is a W-event structure W = (E, C), where E is a set of events 
and C 2 PF(E) is a non-empty set of (finite) configurations such that 
(Wl)O#c+-3eEc.c--GE, 
(W2) c t c’ + c U c' E C (where c t c’ iff there exists c” E C such that c & c” and 
c’ c c”). 
An arrow of %‘-BY is a WE&morphism f : (El, Cl) + (Ez, CI) which is a partial 
function f : El -+ E2 such that 
(1) v’c E Cl.f(C) E Cz, 
(2) Vc E Cl. Vel,e2 E c. if et # e2 and f (el) and f (e2) are both defined, then 
f(el) # f(e2). 
The identity morphism associated with an object is the identity function on its events 
and composition of arrows is composition of partial functions. 
For a W-event structure W = (E, C), define we(W) = (E, C, k), where t C C xZ+(E) 
isgivenby:ctuiffcnu=@andVv&u.cUvEC. 
For a WES-morphism f, define we(f) = f. 
Lemma 6.2. Let W be a W-event structure. Then we(W) is an L-event structure. 
Note that not every L-event structure arises in this fashion (see, for instance, the 
L-event structures ES1 and ES3 depicted in Fig. 1). 
Lemma 6.3. Let f be a WES-morph& from WI = (El, Cl) to W2 = (E2, C2). Then 
we(f) is an LES-morphism from we( WI) = (El, Cl,t-I) to we( W2) = (Ez, Cz,k2). 
Lemmas 6.2 and 6.3 now lead to the following result: 
Theorem 6.4. we is a functor from WbY to 989. 
The map ew from _.Y&‘Y to w&Y is defined as follows. For an L-event structure 
ES = (E, C, I-), define ew(ES) = (E, 2) where C is the least subset of F+(E) containing 
C which satisfies (W2). 
Note that ew(ES) is well defined, because both l+(E) and n{C’ C&(E) ( C C C’ 
and C’ satisfies (W2)) satisfy (W2). 
For an LES-morphism f, define ew( f) = f. 
Lemma 6.5. Let ES = (E, C, F) be an L-event structure. Then ew(ES) = (E, &) is a 
W-event structure. 
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Proof. In order to prove that ew(ES) satisfies (Wl ), let 0 # c E C. If c E C, then 
there exists e E E such that c - e k e because ES satisfies (AO). Hence c-e E C & C. 
So assume that c 6 C. Then by the minimality of C there exist ct,c2 E C with cl 1 c2 
such that c = cl u c2, IclI < 1~1, and 1~21 < 1~1. Thus IcI>2. Assume that for all 
c^ E C with 1~ 121 < ICI, there exists an e E E such that c^ - e E C. Then there exist 
ei,. . .,e, E E with n = (cl ) such that cl = {el,. . . ,e,}, and {et,. . .,ei} E e for all 
0 <i <n. Because Ict I < ICI and 1~21 < ICI there exists a largest integer k such that 
k E {l,... ,n} and ek 6 ~2. Hence ek+l,. . . , e, E ~2. Then, by the definition of 6, 
{et,...,ek-1) U c2 = c - ek E 6. This proves that ew(ES) satisfies (Wl). 
From the definition of ew(ES) we immediately have that ew(ES) satisfies (W2). 
0 
The following lemma is used in proving in Lemma 6.7 that arrows of 5?‘bY are 
mapped by ew to arrows of w&Y. 
Lemma 6.6. Let ES = (E, C, t) be an L-event structure with ew(ES) = (E, d). Then 
2 E e implies that there exists c E C such that 2 2 c. 
Proof. Let c^ E C. If c^ E C then the claim holds trivially, so suppose that c^ E C - C. 
Now assume to the contrary that there exists no c E C such that c”c c. Let C’ = 
C - {c’ E C ( 2Cc’). Then CCC’, because CCC and {c’ E C I ~Gc’} n C = 0. 
Suppose co,cr, c2 E C’ are such that cl C_ CO and c2 C_ CO. d satisfies (W2) and so 
cl UQ E e. By cl ucz Cc0 E C’ and c^ $ CO we have c^ $Z cl UCZ. Hence cl ucz E C’. 
This leads to the conclusion that C’ satisfies (W2), a contradiction with the minimality 
of C. Thus there exists c E C such that c^ 2 c. 0 
Lemma 6.7. Let f be an LES-morphism from ES1 = (El, Cl, tl) to ES2 = 
(E~,CZ,F~). Then ew(f) is a WES-morphismfrom ew(ES1) = (El,?l) to ew(ES2) = 
(E2,22 1. 
Proof. Let c E Cl. By condition (1) in the definition of WES-morphism, f(c) E c2 
should hold. We prove this by induction on ICI. If c E Cl, then by (Al) c kt 0. 
Since f is an LES-morphism, we have in this case f(c) k2 0 and so f(c) E C2 C 22. 
Now assume that ICI > 1 with c E Cl - Cr. Then by the minimality of Cl there exist 
cl,cz E Cl such that c = COUCH, 1~11 < [cl, and Ic2J < (cl. Hence f(q), f(c2) E &2 by 
the induction hypothesis. By Lemma 6.6 there exists a c’ E Cl such that c & c’. We then 
have as above that f (c’) E C’2 5 &.. Thus f (cl), f (cz), f (c’) E c2 and f (cl) & f (c’) 
and f(c2) G f (c’). Then f(cl) U f (cz) = f(c) E & because 22 satisfies (W2). 
That condition (2) in the definition of a WES-morphism is satisfied by f can be 
seen as follows: let c E Ct and et,e2 E c be such that et # e:! and f(el) and f (e2) 
are both defined. Again Lemma 6.6 guarantees the existence of a c’ E Cl such that 
CC_ c’. Then Lemma 1.6 gives f(el) # f(e2). 0 
Lemmas 6.5 and 6.7 yield the following result. 
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Theorem 6.8. ew is a functor from 98’Y to 9TbL-J’. 
Now we prove that ew and we form an adjunction. The co-unit of this adjunction is 
given by the identity arrows idw for each W-event structure W. Hence the adjunction 
is a reflection. Note that the co-unit is well defined because ew(we( W)) = W. 
Theorem 6.9. ew : 2’cTY’ -+ WbY and we : W&Y + 989 form a reflection with 
ew the left adjoint and the identity arrows idw as co-unit. 
Proof. Let ES = (E, C,k) be an L-event structure, let W = (E’,C’) be a W-event 
structure, and let g be a WES-morphism from ew(ES) = (E, 6) to W. Then we must 
prove that there exists a unique LES-morphism f from ES to we(W) = (E’,C’,k’) 





Since ew is the identity on arrows, it is sufficient to prove that g is an LES-morphism 
from ES to we(W). Suppose c k U. Then cnu = 0 and CUU E C, for all V~U by 
(A2). Since g is a WES-morphism from ew(ES) to W we now have that CUD E C C C 
implies g(c) U g(u) E C’, for all u C u, and g(c) fl g(u) = 0. Hence g(c) k’ g(u). 0 
Gur next aim is to prove that there is also a reflection between Z&Y and the 
category of stable W-event structures [ 191. 
Definition 6.10. YWdY, the category of stable W-event structures, is the full sub- 
category of %‘“bY the objects (E, C) of which satisfy 
(W3) CTC’ =+ c n c’ E c. 
In order to prove the desired reflection between _fZ&‘Y and YwdY, we first show 
that there is a reflection between WBY and YWBY. 
First a map ws from YYbY to BV”IY is defined. 
Given a W-event structure W = (E, C), define Cc’) C Pr(E) with i 20 inductively 
by: C(O) = C and, for i> 1, @) = Cc’-‘1 U {c U c’, c II c’ ) c,c’ E Cc’-‘) with cfc’ in 
@-l)}. Now define ws( W) = (E, e), where C = Uiao Co). 
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Fig. 7. A non-stable W-event structure. 
For a WES-morphism f, define ws(f) = f. 
As the following example illustrates it is not sufhcient to simply add in a given W- 
event structure W configurations to ensure that (W3) is satisfied. Whereas W already 
satisfies (Wl ) and (W2), adding configurations to ensure that (W3) is satisfied may 
destroy the condition (W2). 
Example 6.11. Let W = (E, C) be the non-stable W-event structure depicted in Fig. 7. 
For this W-event structure {b} E C (l), because {a,b} t {b,d}. Similarly, {a,~} t 
{c, d} implies that {c} E C (‘) Now C(l) = C U {{b},(c)} satisfies (W3), but it . 
does not satisfy (W2) anymore. Since {b} t { } c we have to add {b, c}, thus obtaining 
c(2) = c(‘)u {{b,c}}. c(2) satisfies (W2) and (W3) and so Cc’) = C(‘-‘) for all i>3. 
Hence C = CU {{b},{c},{b,c}}. 0 
Lemma 6.12. Let W = (E,C) be a W-event structure. Then w(W) = (E,e) is a 
stable W-event structure. 
Proof. In order to prove that ws( W) satisfies (Wl), let 8 # c E C. Let k 20 be min- 
imal such that c E Cc&). We prove by induction on k that there exists e E c such that 
c - e E C@) C C. If k = 0 then c E C and since W satisfies (Wl), there exists e E c - 
such that c - e E C = C(O). Now suppose that k 2 1. Then by the minimal&y of k there 
exist ci,c2 E C+l) with cl T c2 such that c = cl u c2 or c = cl n 122. By the induc- 
tion hypothesis there exist el,. . . , e, E E with n = IciI such that cl = {ei,. . .,e,} 
and {ei,..., ei} E 6-l) for all 0 <i <n. By the minimality of k, cl # c and 
c2 # c. 
First assume that c = cl Ucz. Let m be the largest integer such that m E { 1,. . . , n} and 
e, $ CZ. Hence e m+i,. . . ,e, E ~2. Then, by the definition of CT@), {ei,. . . ,e,_1} U c2 = 
c - e, E Gk). 
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Now assume that c = cl fk2. Let m be the largest integer such that m E { 1,. . . , n} and 
e, E Q. Hence e,,,+t,..., e, $ Q. Then, by the definition of @‘), {et,. . . , e,_l } f? c2 = 
c - e, E C@). 
This proves that w.r( W) satisfies (W 1). From the definition of ws( W) we immediately 
have that MS(W) satisfies (W2) and (W3). 0 
Lemma 6.13. Let f be a WES-morphism from WI = (El, Cl) to W2 = (E2, C2). 
Then ws( f) is a WES-morphism from ws( WI ) = (El, 61) to ws( WZ) = (E2, C2). 
Proof. Let c E Cr. It must be proved that f(c) E 62 and that f is injective on c. 
Let k 20 be minimal such that c E Cl”‘. We prove by induction on k that f(c) E 
C(k) C 22 and that f is injective on c. If k = 0 then c E Ct and hence f(c) E C2 = 
k, - C, . Since f is a WES-morphism from WI to W2, f is injective on c. Now assume that 
k 2 1. Then there exist CO, cl, c2 E Cl(k-‘) with cl G CO and c2 2 CO such that c = cl U c2 
or c = cl n ~2. By the induction hypothesis f(co), f(cl), f(c2) E Cik-l) and f is 
injective on CO. Hence f is also injective on c. Now f(q) G f (co) and f (cz) G f (co) 
and so by the definition of Cr) . it follows that f (cl U ~2) = f (cl) U f (c2) E Cf’ and 
f(cl nc2) = f(cl)nf(c2) E C, @). This proves that f(c) E Cf’. 0 
Lemmas 6.12 and 6.13 yield the following result: 
Theorem 6.14. ws is a functor from ?YbY to YwbY. 
As the next theorem shows ws is the left adjoint to the inclusion functor i from 
YwbY to ?V857’. The co-unit of this adjunction is given by the identity arrows idw 
for each stable W-event structure W. Hence the adjunction is a reflection. Note that 
the co-unit is well defined because ws( W) = W for each stable W-event structure W. 
Theorem 6.15. ws : W&Y + YWbY and i : YWIY + t&“&Y form a reflection 
with ws the left adjoint and the identity arrows idw as co-unit, 
The reflections from Theorems 6.9 and 6.15 can now be composed, which yields 
the following result: 
Theorem 6.16. ws o ew : _Y’&‘Y + YWbY and we o i : YWbY -+ _Y&?Y form a 
rejection with ws o ew the left adjoint and the identity arrows idw as co-unit. 
Finally in this section, we show that the relationship between UL-event structures and 
prime event structures can also be expressed as a reflection between the corresponding 
categories. 
It is easy to show that prime event structures have the following property: 
Lemma 6.17. Let P = (E, <, #) be a prime event structure. Then the following state- 
ments are equivalent: 
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(1) 3e1#e2), 
(2) lelu le2 E 6, 
(3) 3c E Cp. {el,e2} G c. 
Definition 6.18. 9&Y is the category which has prime event structures as its objects 
and PES-morphisms as its arrows. 
A PES-morphism f : (El, < ,,#I) -+ (E2, <2,#2) is a partial function f : El ---$ E2 
such that 
(1) f(e) is defined * If(e) 2 f(k), 
(2) Mei) and f(e2) are defined and f(ei )%f(c2)) 3 ei#iez, 
(3) (f(ei) and f(e2) are defined and f(ei) = f(e2)) + (ei#iez or ei = e2). 
The identity morphism associated with an object is the identity function on its events; 
composition of PES-morphisms is composition of partial functions. 
An alternative characterization of PES-morphisms is stated in the next lemma, which 
is straightforward to prove (see also [21]). This characterization in terms of the finite 
configurations is used as a definition for PES-morphisms in, e.g., [17,21]. 
Lemma 6.19. Let PI = (El, <I,#]) and P2 = (E2, <2,#2) be prime event structures 
and let f : El -+ E2 be a partial function. Then f is a PES-morphism ifi 
(1’) Qc E G,.f(c) E CP,, 
(2’) t/c E Cp,.Qei,ez E c. if ei # e2 and f(el) and f(e2) are both defined, then 
f (ei) # f (e2). 
In Section 2, the map pu is defined which maps each prime event structure to an 
UL-event structure. In order to extend this map to a functor, define for a given PES- 
morphism f, pu( f) = f. Using Lemma 6.19, it is easy to prove that pu( f) is an 
LES-morphism. 
Lemma 6.20. Let f be a PES-morphism from PI = (El, <I,#,) to P2 = (Ez, <2,#2). 
Then pu( f) is an LES-morphism from pu(P1) = (El, Cp,, k~) to pu(P2) = 
(~52, CP,, k-2 ). 
The following result now follows immediately from Theorem 2.7 and Lemma 6.20: 
Theorem 6.21. pu is a functor from 989 to 98dY. 
For an L-event structure ES = (E, C, k), define up(ES) = (E, <, #) where < GE x E 
is such that ei 4 e2 iff Q/c E C. (e2 E c + ei E c) and # c E x E is such that ei#ez iff 
Vc E C.(ei E c =+ e2 $! c). 
For an LES-morphism f, define up(f) = f. 
The map up thus defined is a fimctor from @Z&‘&Y to 9&Y as we show in the 
following lemmas: 
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{bl IdI 
ES, ES7 
Fig. 8. L-event structures ES, and ES7. 
Lemma 6.22. Let ES = (E, C, t) be an L-event structure which satisfies condition 
(Ul) in the definition of the unique occurrence property. Then up(ES) = (E, <,#) is 
a prime event structure. 
Proof. It is easy to prove that < is a partial order and up(ES) satisfies (Pl) and (P2). 
0 
Example 6.23. Let ES6 and ES7 be the L-event structures depicted in Fig. 8. 
Define f by f(a) = f(b) = d and f(c) = e. Then f is an LES-morphism from 
ES6 to EST. Since {c} E &,(E~~) while f({c}) = {e} $! Cup(E&), Lemma 6.19 implies 
that up(f) is not a PES-morphism from up(ES6) to up(ES7). 
As this example shows, arbitrary LES-morphisms are not preserved under up. LES- 
morphisms between L-event structures with the unique occurrence property are however 
preserved under up. 
Lemma 6.24. Let f be an LES-morphism from ES1 = (El, Cl, EI ) to ES2 = 
(E2, C2,k2) where ES, and ES2 are UL-event structures. Then up(f) is a PES- 
morphism from up(ES1) = (El, <1,#1) to up(ES2) = (E2, <2,#2). 
Proof. In order to prove condition (1) in the definition of PES-morphism, let e E El 
be such that f(e) is defined and suppose e’ E If(e). It must be proved that e’ E f(Je). 
If e’ = f(e) then we are done, so assume that e’ # f(e). Let p E SFSE~, be such that 
pe E PIES,. By condition (Ul) in the definition of the unique occurrence property, 
such p exists. Then alph(pe) E Cl and hence f(alph(pe)) E CZ because f is an 
LES-morphism. Since f(e) E f(alph(pe)) this implies that e’ E f(alph(p)) because 
e’<zf(e) and e’ # f(e). Let e” E alph(p) be such that f(e”) = e’. If e”<ie, then 
e’ = f(e”) E f(Je). 
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In order to prove that e” < te, define R C PI ES, X PIES, by PlelRhez iff (el = 
e2 # e or (ei = e2 = e and (e” E al&pi) * e” E alph(p2)))). Assume that 
R is an equivalence relation which is SFSES,-consistent. Then NEsl g R because 
was, is the least equivalence relation which is SFSES,-consistent. Since pe E PIES,, 
e” E ulph(p), and ES, has the unique occurrence property, it then follows that e” E 
alph(pt ) for all pie E PIES,. Hence e” E c for all c E Cl such that e E c and thus 
e”<le. 
Consequently, what remains to be proved is that R is an equivalence relation which 
satisfies (Cl) and (C2). 
Clearly, R is an equivalence relation. In order to prove that R satisfies (Cl ), suppose 
plu E SFSES, and ei E U. If et # e then it is clear that plel Rpl(u-el)el, so assume 
that et = e. If e” $ u then it is clear that pier Rpl(u-el)el. We now show that e” E u 
leads to a contradiction. To see this, suppose that e” E U. Since alph(ptel) E Cl and 
f is an LES-morphism, we must have that f(aZph(pte1)) = ulph(f(pt)) u f(e) E C2. 
Combining this with e’<zS(e) and e’ # f(e) yields that e’ E ulph(f(pl)). On the 
other hand, we also have that ulph(pl) ki err and hence by the definition of LES- 
morphism f(ulph(pi)) k2 f(e”). This leads to a contradition, because f(e”) = e’ E 
ulph(f(pi)) = f(ulph(pt )). We can now conclude that e” E u is not possible. This 
proves that R satisfies (Cl). 
Now in order to prove that R satisfies (C2), let piel,pzel E PIES, be such that 
past&l) = past&z). If el # e then we immediately have that Plel R pzel. If et = e, 
then Plel Rp2el because past&l) = pust,(p2) implies that also ulph(pt ) = uf’h(p2). 
This proves that R satisfies (C2). 
Thus R is an equivalence relation satisfying (Cl) and (C2) which completes the 
proof of condition (1) in the definition of PES-morphism. 
In order to prove condition (2), let et,e2 E El be such that f(el) and f(e2) are 
defined and l(el#lez). Then by Lemma 6.17 there exists c E Cl such that et, e2 E c. 
Since f is an LES-morphism f(c) E C2 and hence -(f(el)#zf(ez)) by the definition 
of #2. 
Finally, condition (3) in the definition of PES-morphism follows easily from 
Lemmas 1.6 and 6.17. 0 
The following result now follows immediately from Lemmas 6.22 and 6.24: 
Theorem 6.25. up is a functor from %!_VCYY to 869’. 
Now we have that up and pu form an adjunction. The co-unit of this adjunction 
is given by the identity arrows idp for each prime event structure P. Note that the 
co-unit is a PES-isomorphism because P = up@u(P)) for each prime event structure 
P. Hence the adjunction is a reflection. 
Theorem 6.26. up : %.9’&Y -+ P’bY and pu : S&Y + @_Yd’Y form a re$ection 
with up the left udjoint and the identity arrows idp us co-unit. 
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7. Discussion 
In this paper, we have proposed an event structure semantics for the general class of 
Petri nets. We have achieved this by identifying a new class of event structures called 
UL-event structures which turn out to be a proper and very generous generalization 
of the well-known prime event structures. Our event structure semantics is also a 
strictly conservative extension of the classic prime event structure semantics for l- 
safe Petri nets constructed in [ 151. Our results are restricted in that we use set-based 
event structures and only step firing sequences of Petri nets, thus effectively “filtering” 
out auto-concurrency. It should be noted however that even without auto-concurrency, 
due to a multiplicity of tokens, intuition concerning basic notions such as causality, 
concurrency and conflict break down for Petri nets. Hence working out a satisfactory 
event structure semantics even in this restricted setting turns out to be a non-trivial 
task. 
We have also shown that the behaviour of Petri nets, when auto-concurrency is 
filtered out, is strongly related to the larger class of L-event structures. In particular, 
the map en associates a Petri net en(ES) = N with each L-event structure ES so that 
SFSES = MFSN(= SFSN). Thus the behaviour of N will be as rich as that of ES. 
Since L-event structures are not required to satisfy any global properties, this result 
suggests that the behaviour of Petri nets is also equally unstructured in a global sense. 
The key technical idea introduced in this paper is condition (C2) used for identifying 
prime intervals. Once this idea is available, the means for going back and forth between 
L-event structures and Petri nets is established. In case of l-safe Petri nets it is sufficient 
to demand (Cl) and a simplified version of (C2), see, e.g., [15,21]. 
Turning now to the “universality” of our constructions, it turns out that we can 
not mimic the pleasant co-reflection between prime event structures and l-safe Petri 
nets in this setting. The problem is that due to auto-concurrency, YJV is too rich in 
terms of objects and arrows. We have shown that by cutting down on the objects, 
i.e. considering co-safe Petri nets, we can obtain a co-reflection between %JZ’GF’Y and 
Y.AfY. One pleasant consequence of this result is that we have a complete event 
structure semantics for the class of co-safe Petri nets. 
One can easily lift the notion of L-event structures to handle (finite) multisets by 
allowing multisets of events as configurations and by allowing multisets of events to 
become enabled at a configuration. In this way an adjunction can be obtained between 
the resulting category of event structures and the category of all Petri nets. The details 
can be found in [9]. The trouble with this more general approach is that this adjunction 
is not a co-reflection. Moreover, it is not possible to cut this adjunction down to a co- 
reflection by restricting the category of event structures. To solve this problem it seems 
that we must somehow find a way of distinguishing between multiple occurrences of 
the same transition due to auto-concurrency on the one hand and due to causality on 
the other hand. It is not at all obvious at present how this can be achieved. 
Also [ 131 proposes an extension of Winskel’s results to general Petri nets. To this 
end unfoldings of Petri nets are defined and by an adjunction related to occurrence 
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nets, and therefore to prime event structures. This adjunction is an extension of the 
corresponding co-reflection of Winskel. A central feature of [ 131 is that tokens are 
treated as coloured entities. As a result, one is forced to record which tokens were 
used in the occurrence of a transition, and thus a great deal of conflict is injected into 
the semantics. This is even the case for Petri nets which do not have any shared places, 
where conflicts may be introduced between different occurrences of the same transition. 
Such a colouring of tokens is often undesirable, see, e.g., [l]. An approach similar to 
[ 131 is followed in [8] where also occurrence nets are used to describe the behaviour 
of Petri nets. Hence in both approaches l-safe Petri nets and general Petri nets have 
the same expressive power in terms of event structures, whereas our semantics is a 
strictly conservative extension of the event structure semantics of l-safe Petri nets. 
The classes of L-event structures and UL-event structures introduced in this paper 
seem to be of independent interest. In particular, we have shown that prime event 
structures may be viewed as UL-event structures and Winskel’s general event structures 
and their stable subclass may be viewed as L-event structures, but not as UL-event 
structures. Another important class of event structures is formed by the flow event 
structures [4]. In [3] it has been shown that the class of flow event structures is 
included in the class of stable event structures. Hence our results also show how to 
view each flow event structure as an L-event structure (which is not necessarily an 
UL-event structure). 
Prime event structures with binary conflicts as we have used here correspond to 
the behaviour of l-safe Petri nets. Their domain theoretic characterization has been 
given in [15]. Flow event structures yield the same class of domains [3]. Winskel has 
shown [19] that stable event structures yield the same class of domains as prime event 
structures with arbitrary conflicts. The domains corresponding to W-event structures 
have been characterized in [6], see also [19]. For L-event structures and UL-event 
structures however, it is not yet clear how one should go about obtaining a domain 
theoretic characterization. 
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